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Abstract 
Psychological distance, as one of the non-tariff export barriers, is a relatively new concept in 
business literature and has not been studied much. One of the antecedents of psychological 
distance - international experience, has not been diseussed a lot in the international business 
literature as weU. This research on the perception of psychological distance by Russian 
students at the University of Nordland and their international experience explores the nature 
of two concepts, studies these concepts from the theoretical and empirical perspectives and 
gives a detail ed explanation of what international experience is for Russian students at the 
University of Nordland. 
University of Nordland in Bodø, Norway has a dose cooperation with universities in many 
countries. Russia is one of those countries, which Norway is in dose cooperation with, not 
only in terms of education. Neighboring countries has a shared border and collaborate in a 
number of industries. Therefore, it is important to study Russian-Norwegian cooperation. 
This study provides evidence of psychological distance on the individual level and uses 
explorative approach and semi-structured interviews for coUecting and analyzing data. 
Russian students from Saint-Petersburg and Arkhangelsk have been interviewed on the 
subject of international experience, perception of psychological distance and other 
constituents of it. 
Key words: psychological distance, international experience, language, cultural distance, 
Russia, Norway. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
"Basically, I'm not interested in doing research and I've never been. I'm interested in 
understanding, which is quite a different thing." - David Blackwell. 
1.1 Background of the thesis 
In these days of globalization, multinational cooperation and overall expansion of businesses 
and productions main focus of international business research is on export transferring of 
goods, products and services. Many firms take a decision to look for opportunities 
internationally, but less of them decide to export. And why do some firms export and others 
do not (Sharkey, Lim, & Kim, 1989)? Export barriers are the major obstacles on the way to 
successful operation on international markets (Gripsrud, 1990). 
Not all export barriers have the same nature and easy to overcome. Psychological distance is 
one of the non-tariff export barriers which have an abstract form and exists in the minds of 
individuals (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). International business literature provides different 
approaches to the measurement and constituents of psychological distance and suggests few 
important factors which influence the psychological distance perception. One of these 
important factors, which have not got a clear definition in the international business literature 
is an international experience. Moreover, there are discussions on which leve1 the concept of 
psychological distance should be studied. Since, the concept exists in the minds of individuals 
(Håkanson & Ambos, 20 l O) and managers are those key persons which take a decision to 
export and generally are responsible for the internationalization of a firm, psychological 
distance concept studies on the individualleve1 in this particular research. 
International business literature about psychological distance is mostly written on the leve1 of 
firm and most of the studies were conducted by asking managers about their psychological 
distance perception. Hence, it is individuals who decide the concept. Therefore, literature 
written on psychological distance can be applied on the individuallevel. 
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1.2 Relevanee of the research 
Export barriers are very important for internationalization of firms. And psychological 
distance is one of the barriers which difficult to manage because of its abstract form. It is pure 
individual perception and there is no law or legislation can be written to manage overcoming 
of this barrier (Sharkey et al., 1989). 
Due to the fact that psychological distance is a relative ly new abstract concept and it has not 
gotten a large attention in the international business literature and there are not many studies 
have been conducted on this subject, it is difficult to explain the phenomena. Psychological 
distance needs to be studied deeper. The theory about psychological distance concept is 
applied in this master thesis as a base for further research and the aim of this master thesis is 
to develop existing knowledge about the psychological distance concept and determinants 
experience and language. Also this study is aimed to explore existing theory and to extend it. 
This research is conducted on business cooperation between two courtiers Russia and 
Norway. These countries have a long history of collaboration and shared borders. The 
importance of collaboration has been mentioned by Norwegian Minister of Trade and 
Industry Trond Giske - "Russia is a very important economic partner for Norway. Russia and 
Norway already collaborate in a number of industries like the maritime and marine sector, 
hote l management, energy cooperation, banking and finance, fisheries, aquaculture and 
tourism. Russia is also our geographical neighbor, and c10se co-operation in the northern 
region is of high priority."l 
Due to the fact that business relationships have many different forms and conditions, we 
consider cooperation between business schools in Russia and Norway as business 
environment. The University of Nordland, specifically Bodø Graduate School of Business, 
has partnership agreements with severai Universities in Russia. According to the agreements 
students from Russia, that have completed a certain academic degree (bachelor or specialist 
leve1) in their home institutions, have an opportunity to come to Norway and continue 
education for two years more and complete a Master level. While staying in Norway they are 
1 http://www . regjeringen .l1o!cn;dep/nhd!prc~~-ccntrc! Prcss-rcleascs '20 l l/norway-and -russia n-strcngthcned-
relatio.html?id=634823 
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provided by accommodation and scholarships which have no difference with those of 
Norwegian students. Russian university may be seen as a "company" that makes an 
agreement with a university in Norway and sends their "employees" (students) abroad to 
work in a foreign environment. As a foreign partner, a university in Norway hires employees 
from Russia and helps them with the integration process. Moreover, Norwegian university 
"hires" students not only from a partner university in Russia, but from different universities 
and different countries as weU. 
1.3 Problem state ment and the research question 
According to the information described above the research question of this thesis is 
~ What is the international experience for Russian students at the University of 
Nordland as a determinant of psychological distance? 
The goal of this master thesis is to reve al the nature of psychological distance concept, 
international experience, language, cultural distance, and identify weather personal 
international experience of Russian students within the University of Nordland influence 
psychological distance. Earlier researchers have predicted that the impact of psychological 
distance on managerial decisions decreases with gained international experience, but this 
correlation have never been supported (Dow, 2000). 
The aim of my master thesis is to increase the general understanding of the concepts of 
psychic distance and international experience within Russian-Norwegian coUaboration. 
The goals of my master thesis are: 
1) to study psychic distance concept from the theoretical and empirical perspective; 
2) to understand how do psychological distance perceived by Russian students III 
Norway and how do they define international experience; 
3) to give a detailed explanation of the concepts used in the thesis and provide reasonable 
arguments for research and analysis; 
4) to expand the literature on the psychological distance concept and international 
expenence. 
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Il THEORETICAL CHAPTER 
"There is nothing so particular as a good theory" - Ludwig Boltzmann 
This chapter highlights the main theoretical framework for the research and gives definitions 
of major concepts. There are different opinions of authors on the concept of psychological 
distance and its components. Hence, it is important to understand the context in which they 
use it for and how they define it. Since there is not many studies have been conducted on the 
psychological distance and the concept itself has not been discussed a lot, the theory chapter 
aimed to give as full as possible understanding of psychic distance and the key concepts 
providing different perspectives and findings. 
2.1 What is a psychological distance? 
One important export baITier is psychological distance. In 1956 psychological distance was 
used by Beckerman for the first time in order to explain the distribution of international trade 
(Evans and Mavondo, 2002). Later psychological distance has become broadly discussed 
since the introduction of the concept in 1973 by researchers from Uppsala school in Sweden, 
Vahlne and Weiedersheim-Paul. The implementation of empirical study of the spatial 
distribution of Swedish exports gave the concept new development in the International 
Business. 
Later on psychological distance was introduced in econometric analysis by Hornell (1973), 
were it was used as explanatory factor for the country distribution of Swedish firms' foreign 
subsidiaries (Vahine & Nordstrom, 1994). The general discussion of the concept lead to the 
finding that psychological distance was related to cultural distance and attempted to explain 
behavior of international players concerned with strategic management, impact on a 
managerial performance and expansion of the markets. 
So what is the psychological distance? 
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The semantic meanmg of the concept "psychological" commg from Greek "psychikos", 
which means the combination of mind and soul. Basically, the meaning explains the 
remoteness of one subject from another in the mind of the observer (Håkanson & Ambos, 
2010). The distance exists in the mind of an individual and depends on how the world is 
perceived by this individual (C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 2006). 
Psychological distance in the international business literature explains the perception of 
differences between countries by individuals. Hence, the psychological distance is abstract 
concept which is difficult understand and difficult to measure. Concepts based on 
perceptional issues mostly characterized as subjective rather than absolute. It means that in 
order to measure such concept as psychological distance one cannot use absolute 
measurements and should focus on other methods (C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 2006). 
Psychic distance is a reflection of the perceiver's knowledge, familiarity and the sense of 
understanding of a foreign environment (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). The notion of psychic 
distance includes perception of differences by individuals between countries in their minds 
taking into consideration some absolute factors, such as geographical distance. Moreover, the 
understanding of the concept does not limit by the perception of differences between 
countries. Individuals' minds are receptive to note either difJerences or/and similarities 
between objects (Conway & Swift, 2000). Hence, the concept contains two perceptional 
factors such as perception of the differences and perception of the similarities between 
countries. 
The literature contains arguments to support the opinion regarding the ability of managers to 
manage similarities and differences operating in the international environment (Conway & 
Swift, 2000; Mezias et al., 2002). It has been proved that for managers expanding business 
internationally easier to manage similarities than differences between home country and the 
host. At the same time managing similarities does not give organizations the competitive 
advantage in terms of capitalizing on the differences and avoiding the direct competition. 
Evens and Mavondo (2008) showed that psychological distance is directly and positively 
related to financial performance and strategic effectiveness of organizations and that 
managers recognize when theyenter considerably different market from their OWll. Moreover, 
organizations may perform better on the psychically distant markets by reason of taking 
advantage of differences (Evans & Mavondo, 2002). 
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After the concept of psychic distance has been widely introduced into the business literature 
by scholars from Uppsala school in Sweden when they were studying an internationalization 
process of Swedish firms and market chose, it has been developed and modified. 
Researchers provided different understanding of the concept trying to explain the nature of 
psychological distance. Certain authors argue that psychological distance should be taken into 
consideration as a complex of factors which influence the internationalization of businesses 
(Katsikea, Theodosiou, & Morgan, 2007; Vahlne & Nordstrom, 1994). For instance Vahlne 
and Wiedersheim-Paul (1973) define PD as a group of factors which prevent or disturb the 
flow of information between suppliers and customers. Hence, the concept consists of severai 
variables. Some authors are convinced that psychological distance is a possible statement, 
explaining barriers to learning and understanding a foreign environment and it should be 
studied as who le (Brewer, 2007; Dow & Karunaratna, 2006; Evans & Mavondo, 2002; 
Håkanson & Ambos, 2010; O'Grady & Lane, 1996; C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 2006; 
SWttinger & Schlegelmilch, 1998). 
Figure l - Psychological distance as a complex of factors. 
Figure two presents a model of psychological distance as complex of factors which influence 
the perception of foreign environment. Among factors are cultural distance, economic 
differences, language, international experience, differences in political situations. 
Figure three presents a model of psychological distance concept as a declarative sentence or 
with other words - statement. It reflects a unit y of the concept and refers to others concepts 
such as perception, remoteness, distance, consequence. 
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Figure 2 - Psychological distance as astatement. 
Psychological distance as a complex of factors was discussed by Nordstrøm (refers to Vahlne 
and Wiedersheim-Paul (1973) who introduced the concept in an empirical study of the spatial 
distribution of Swedish exports, where they provided a conceptual model contained variables 
impeding trade. They defined psychic distance as a complex of factors which "prevent or 
disturb the flow of information between actual and potential suppliers and customers p. 42". 
The definition of psychic distance as a concept which reflects only lack of information 
between parties is toa narrow to reflect all the components which contain the concept itself 
(Conway & Swift, 2000). A broader definition suggested by Nordstrom and Vahlne (1992) 
reflects an issue of learning and understanding a foreign environment. In addition, the y 
examine the concept of psychic distance as a group of factors. According to them, psychic 
distance is a group of factors which prevent or disturb the successful learning and 
understanding of a foreign environment. The reason for explanation the concept in this 
manner is that all firms operating in the foreign environment have to learn facts about law and 
distribution system in the foreign environment; they also have to take into consideration the 
cultural issue. The greater difference between cultures of cooperating countries - the more 
difficult cooperation is (Vahlne & Nordstrom, 1994). 
Sousa and Bradley (2006) argue that psychic distance is the individual' s perception of the 
differences between the home country and the foreign country that shapes the psychic 
distance concept. The vision of psychological distance as "individual' s perception" reflects 
the implementation of the concept on a micro level. 
Some authors associate psychological distance with cultural distance and use synonymous 
definitions and constructs (Malhotra, Sivakumar, & Zhu, 2009). Other authors are against the 
practice to use psychological distance as an alternative for cultural distance. The reason for 
that is the difference in the levels of application of these concepts. While cultural distance is 
applicable on the national level, psychological distance has been mostly introduced on the 
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individual's level (C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 2006). In any case, these two concepts are 
closely related to each other. Cultural distance is often discussed as one of the components 
which contain the psychological distance (Evans & Mavondo, 2002; Håkanson & Ambos, 
2010; Vahlne & Nordstrom, 1994). 
Psychological distance and the degree of its symmetry has been discussed by severaI 
researchers, but has never attracted a great deal of attention. This may be because previous 
studies were conducted on a perspective from a single country (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). 
According to Shenkar (2001) there is a contrast between geographical and cultural distances, 
which can be measure absolutely, and a psychological distance. Geographical distance is the 
absolute distance which perceives by country A to B as likely it perceives from B to A. But 
psychological distance is not necessarily symmetric since it has been defined as being 
perceived by an individual and, hence, can vary from respondent to respondent (Shenkar, 
2001). The asymmetry of psychological distance concept has been supported by severaI 
researchers (Dow, 2000; Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). 
Table one shows different approaches to explaining the psychological distance concept. As it 
was mentioned above the psychological distance concept is discussed in the international 
business literature in two different forms, as complex of factors and as a statement or 
declarative sentence. Therefore, table one provides division of the definitions into two groups 
- complex and statement. 
Table 1 - Definition of the psychic distance provided by different authors. 
Author 
VaUme ud· 
~ 
Paul (1m) 
Dejinition 
Psydlological distance 1$ a group . of factoæ which 
ptevellt O! disturb the ftow of iQt\lønatiou. bctween 
Sllppliers and customers 
Nordstrom and Factors preventing or disturbing firm's learning about 
Vahlne (1994) and understanding a foreign environment. 
O'Grady and " .. a finns degree ofuncertainty aoout a foreign market 
Lane (1996) resulting from cultural differences and other business 
difficulties that present barriers to l~ing about the 
market and operating there". p. 330 
Lee (1998) Synonymous with cultural distance " ... international 
Form 
Complex 
State 
Complex 
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.~~. >~ 
8dd~'~ 
(1Ø1) 
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marketer's perceived socio-cultural distance between 
the home and target country in terms of language, 
business practices, legal and political system and 
marketing infrastructure". p.9 
ln~ f~ ~føperatiQ.l_~~r ' : .. 'di~~ is 
a ~o~ whidl is ~t!l~ :" ~iples Qf 
~itivemapping and ~f '"<;~; 
Swift's (1999) " ... psychic distance is a consequence of a number of 
inter-related factors, of which perception is a major 
Complex 
determinant" 
Ev_.. TIte ~ between the ·fwø· ~ and.3 foreip. State 
Mav"(2tMQ)m_~ remiting ftQtll thø ~~;~t~th cultural' 
Dow and 
Karunaratna 
(2006) 
80_ an' 
~.( .. 
Brewer (2007) 
Ka ... ·· dd 
Til"'. 
(2t11) 
Evans, Mavondo, 
Bridson (2008) 
B~ . and 
AøJI)os (2010) 
and business differeBco.. . .' 
The psychic distance to a specific country is a reflection 
of the perceiver's knowledge, familiarity and scene of 
understanding of it. 
Indi~~sp«~n.ofthe diifer .~ the' 
home ~try ~4 the fo~' ....~ 
camwt be ~ed with· faetmd ~ _h M 
publicly availabl" ~it.#$' ,on .• ve1opm~ 
l~vel of education~ langæge and··$'O f~4 .. ' 
The conceptualization of "psychic distance" as the 
subjectively perceived distance between a home country 
and a given foreign one avoids the problems associated 
with its operationalization as a formative construct, 
regardless 
Specified as the i'WlO~ wttJt 
maker perceivo a f()feip _~to . fl relation to 
his or hør dmnesti<; m~ ø4 in ~ of oolmrey 
~, v.o, ec<momic ~and BO form 
"The distance between the home market and a foreign 
market, resulting from the perception of both cultural 
and business differences". p. 34 
SUbjectively ~rceived dis_cc to a given !Dreiga . 
ooootty.Tbe de.fiWtion :reco~' the faet mat 
individua1$ may dUrer in respect of" ~ou of 
foretp country. .. 
In this thesis work definition of Katsikea and Theodosiou (2007) is adopted. 
State 
State 
State 
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2.2 Determinants of psychological distance 
In the international business literature the formation of psychic distance perceptions 
unfortunately has not been discussed widely and only the changing definition of the concept 
does not give a clear understanding of which factors contain the complex. 
Primary determinants of psychological distance are the costs which occur III terms of 
collecting relevant and accurate information regarding international businesses and the 
markets for entry. Following this assumption, psychic distance is a concept which affects the 
managers' decisions regarding the international markets and preventing them from getting 
fully reliable information and making economically rational decisions (Håkanson & Ambos, 
2010). Determinants of psychological distance are most likely to influence the appearing of 
costs. 
Vahlne and Wiedersheim - Paul (1973) on the early stage of studying of PD marked out 
factors constituting PD, among the factors they pointed out 
~ differences in a level of economic development 
~ difference of the level of education between countries 
~ difference in business language 
~ difference in culture and locallanguage 
~ existence of previous trading channels between countries 
In the course of time and developing of the concept different determinants of psychic distance 
were sugge sted by researchers the determinants varied from study to study. Among them are 
geographical distance (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010; Malhotra et al., 2009), linguistic 
differences (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006; C. M. P. Sousa & Lengler, 2009), discrepancy in 
political and economical situations (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010; Malhotra et al., 2009), 
governance system differences(Malhotra et al., 2009), influence of a country (Håkanson & 
Ambos, 2010), the level of international experience (Evans & Mavondo, 2002; Klein & Roth, 
1990), trust (Conway & Swift, 2000). But primary defined component ofpsychic distance and 
the most influential factor is a cultural distance concept. 
Evans and Mavondo (2002) suggest a model where psychological distance consists of cultural 
distance, which conditioned by Hoftede's cultural dimensions (power distance, masculinity, 
17 
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short-Iong term orientation, individualism, uncertainty avoidance) and business distance, 
which conditioned by legal/political system, retail structure, economy, business practices and 
language. 
According to the research question, we discuss psychological distance and expenence III 
terms of Russian-Norwegian cooperation. Therefore, severai determinants of psychological 
are important for this particular research. In this paper I have adopted the following 
determinants of psychological distance: 
• Cultural distance and cultural affinity 
• Geographic distance 
• Language 
• Experience 
• Political system 
• Economic and industrial development 
I have excluded differences in levels of education because both countries have European 
system of education. And influence of county was excluded as well. The reason is that 
influence of particular country can be measured in terms of big sample on the nationallevel, 
but not in case of two countries and small sample (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). Trust was 
excluded because this concept appears on the later stage of experience and thus, cannot be 
studied since there is no definition for experience (Conway & Swift, 2000). 
These determinants reflect completeness of the concept of psychological distance and exclude 
such components as differences in education level which have been proposed at the starting 
point of developing the concept. At the same time political system and the level of economic 
development characterize circumstances on the nationallevel even though the concept should 
be studied on the individuallevel. Knowing the background helps to understand the context 
18 
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2.2.1 Cultural distance 
Cultural differences are potentially problematic issue in the decision making process. Since 
Hofstede 's study on cultural dimensions (Hofstede & Bond, 1984) it' s been supported and 
measured that there is a gre at influence of cultural distance on international expansion 
(Malhotra et al., 2009). Within a certain culture individuals do not only behave in a common 
way, but also communicate and exchange the information in a different from other cultures 
way, they also interpret information in own manner (Carlson, 1974). Hence, cultural 
differences are important factor to understand the degree of complexity to which large cultural 
groups communicate. Large cultural distance between two groups of individuals will increase 
the consumption of business resources to interpret the flows of information between them and 
will increase the level of possible misunderstandings (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). 
As it was pointed out earlier the cultural distance and psychological distance have been 
defined as synonymous by some authors. Some studies provided even the interchangeable 
understanding of concepts. In spite of that, there are a number of studies which argue that 
cultural distance is a component of psychological distance, but on ly one aspect of several 
(Dow, 2000; Håkanson & Ambos, 2010; Malhotra et al., 2009; C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 
2006). Moreover, Sousa and Bradley (2006) insist that while psychological distance exists on 
an individuals' level, cultural distance should be implemented on a nationallevel taking in 
consideration the perception of it in a certain country. For all that they find a significant and 
reasonable relationship between these two concepts and shown the influence of cultural 
distance on a psychological distance perception (C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 2006). Hence, the 
concept is not regarded to individuals' level as the psychological distance. 
Håkanson and Ambos (20 l O) assert that cultural distance increase the perception of 
psychological distance but this factor cannot approximate the concept alone. 
Conway and Swift (2000) refer to Hallen and Wiedersheim-Paul (1979) who sugge st three 
components of psychological distance trust, experience and not conventional concept of 
cultural distance, but eultural ajfinity. Together with cultural distance they apply it on a 
nationallevel of business relationship concentrating attention on a degree of similarities than 
differences (Conway & Swift, 2000). As was mentioned above for companies it is easier to 
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manage similarities than differences in a business environment. Hence for compames, 
expansion to culturally similar countries assessed to be easier (Mezias et al., 2002). 
2.2.2 Geographic distance 
Geographic distance has been discussed in the international business as very important factor 
for considering international expansion for firms. Moreover, recent studies apply this 
indicator as a sole and primary (Dow, 2000). Successful internationalization determines by 
entering new market with reasonably low costs. Therefore, entering geographically close 
countries requires fewer resources and lowering economical and management costs (Malhotra 
et al., 2009). Empirical studies show that companies are most like ly to choose geographically 
close countries to enter. For instance Clark and Pugh (2001) found that the first three 
countries chosen by British exporters were geographically significantly closer that those they 
entered subsequently (Clark & Pugh, 2001). 
With gaining international experience the importance geographical factor decreases. Hence, 
geographical distance is particularly important factor for the first country selection (Clark & 
Pugh, 2001; Dow, 2000). 
The influence of geographical distance on managerial decisions is determined by flexibility of 
resources and transportation, rapid communication and exchange of information. Hence, the 
development of telecommunications, transportation and logistics decreases impetuous the 
impact of geographical distance on the international activities (Dow, 2000). 
In spite of these arguments, Håkanson and Ambos (20 l O) argue that geographical distance is 
very powerful antecedent of psychological distance and that it is much more important than 
cultural distance. Moreover, they assert that absolute geographical distance still create 
significant barriers to international interaction. 
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2.2.3 Political system 
The politica1 and mi1itary history of a certain country is 1ike1y to influence the perception of 
foreign countries. For examp1e, a former ally wou1d be perceived c10ser and warmer than a 
former enemy (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). 
Differences in po1itica1 systems have been emp10yed in severa1 empirica1 studies as one of the 
component of psychic distance (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). Governmental po1icies a1so play 
an important ro1e in various business-to-business and business-to-customer communications, 
such as anti-competitive behavior contro1s and enforcing of contracts. As aresult, foreign 
firms might misjudge government reactions on a specific situation and how firms are like ly to 
react on governments interventions. Potentially both cases might increase risk of do ing 
business abroad and increase the 1eve1 of uncertainty, therefore inc re ase psycho10gica1 
distance (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). 
2.2.4 Economic and industrial development 
Empirica1 studies support the opinion that difference in economic deve10pment between two 
countries tend to increase the psycho10gica1 distance (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010; Ma1hotra et 
al., 2009; Shenkar, 2001). This determined by severa1 factors: 
1) Deve10ped economies have a better deve10ped infrastructures for gathering, ana1yzing 
and spreading of economic information, which makes a gap with the countries where 
this processes are less deve10ped (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). 
2) The transaction of existing business mode1s to a country with the simi1ar economic 
characteristics may give a company more chances to succeed in international 
environment in terms of media, distribution channe1s and business institutions 
(Ma1hotra et al., 2009). 
3) Consumers in economically c10se countries are most like ly to have the same 
consumption and to be exposed to simi1ar marketing strategies. Opposite situation for 
economically different countries (Ma1hotra et al., 2009). 
4) Companies entering economically simi1ar markets to their home market can bui1d on 
their economies of seale, scope and experience by transferring their skills and 
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knowledge from their home market to the new markets. Companies entering 
economically different countries cannot use the full spectrum of knowledge and skills 
they use on their home market, which increase psychological distance (Malhotra et al., 
2009). 
A good example of economic differences between two countries is a use of social services 
such as internet purchasing of goods through virtual money or with a bank card, use of credit 
cards and other services. Developed countries with a high income provide high-tech 
technologies for customer services while in such countries as India and China is a norm to use 
cash for purchasing goods and small brick shops still exist (Malhotra et al., 2009). 
Industrial development of countries is important as economic development and large 
differences in this case between two countries has the same impact as differences in economic 
development. The implication of the factor is on the individual level and most likely about 
person's employment. The working environment shapes the way how we communicate 
exactly the same way as it does our school or university education. In addition to that, the 
norms of business-to- business communication and interaction are also dependent on the 
nature of economy and thus on the level of economic development. For instance, the 
communication and business norms in an agrarian economy are likely to strongly different 
from those of a high industrialized with a large service sector. As it was mentioned above 
these differences introduce extra costs and uncertainties (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). 
2.2.5 Language 
The significance of language has been prov ed historically and goes beyond the fact that it 
gives better access to the information about a foreign country. The use of domestic language 
gives managers ability to use also information which has been primarily intended for 
domestic use. U sing common language gives advantages of communicating with partners, 
employing and interviewing people in familiar language (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). 
Language is also one of the antecedents of psychic distance which works as a main tool for 
communication and interaction. Similarities in languages assist to improve efficiency in 
business communication and international expansion. At the same time, big differences in 
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languages make it more complicated and contain high degree of risk. Thus, differences in 
languages increase transaction costs and risk (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). Language refers to 
a degree of efficiency and transparency between parti es. Common language supposes to 
reduce PD significantly. 
2.2.6 International Experience 
Experience is a powerful and influential determinant of psychological distance on an 
individual level. It affects the individuals' attitude formation and affects the behavior towards 
the international partner. With the acquired experience of different cultures and business 
practices companies getting knowledge about the international markets and customers 
preferences, which suppose to reduce the psychological distance perception (Conway & 
Swift, 2000). It has not been supported by a theory that with getting more experience, firms' 
psychological distance declines significantly. But this assumption has never been disproved 
either (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). 
Research has shown an empirical support for a positive relationship between firm's 
international experience and the foreign venture's performance (Evans & Mavondo, 2002). 
Which means that yet gained international experience will as sist to operate more efficient on 
the same or different international market. Furthermore, with the gaining international 
experience the internationalization process becomes more organized and systematic, which 
influences the perception of differences within cooperation of international partners by 
reducing the effect of language barriers and cultural differences (Evans, Treadgold, & 
Mavondo, 2000). Experienced firms are better equipped to exploit opportunities and meet 
obstacles, to avoid threats, respond to environmental changes and reduce trans action costs 
(Katsikea et al., 2007). 
There is an opinion that distance at the nationallevel may overlook regional differences, 
differences within one industry and individual differences and experiences. It means that even 
the investigation of the concept on a firm level will have a high degree of subjectivity as 
managers within one firm heaving different levels of experience would perceive the psychic 
distance differently. The perception of differences between home market and the foreign 
market partly depends on the individual experience of a manager acquired during his or her 
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life. Hence, the managers' experience occurs on the individual level and not the level of a 
firm or nationallevel (C. Sousa & Bradley, 2004) 
Klein and Roth (1989) refer to Johanson and Vahlne (1977) that pointed out three ways of 
do ing exports abroad: via agent, later on possibly establishing a subsidiary and eventually in 
some cases beginning own production abroad. If firms choose different ways of entering 
international markets, they get different types of experiences. For instance, companies 
operating at the same mark et through the agent after some years will gain international 
experience in certain field and those which were working independently within own 
subsidiary totally different. Experience could be at a more generallevel in terms of experienee 
of working ahroad, experience of a eertain eulture, experienee of a partner organization 
(Conway & Swift, 2000). 
Beside experiences in different areas of business communication the international business 
literature marks out positive and negative experiences. For instance negative experience might 
create a certain understanding of situation and lead to a negative consequences of the 
development of further cooperation between international partners. At the same time any kind 
of positive international experience will create an interest for further collaboration (Conway 
& Swift, 2000). Independently of type of experience that firms get internationally, first entry 
to the international market and so first experience of exporting is mentioned to be as unique 
and discrete in the internationalization proeess (Dow, 2000). 
Evans and Mavondo (2008) assurne that companies with the limited international experience 
might overestimate similarities or differences between home market and a foreign one. The 
re as on for this assumption is that often companies getting information about foreign markets 
through superficial observations which are of ten made from a distance. Therefore we can 
assurne that the observations made within the environment firm is planning to enter might 
give rather reasonable estimation of similarities and differences with the foreign market. 
International business literature does not provide a wide range of methods for measuring 
international experience. It is something what is difficult to describe and generalize in terms 
of large sample. For instance, firms heaving different types of experience cannot be measured 
equally. In order to provide areasonable measuring for international experience we should 
know what experienee is and how clearly deJine it. For instance, one firm A is trading with 
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different partners on three or four different international markets. Another firm B, is trading 
with the same amount of partners as A, but within one international market, within one 
country. The experience of these two firms cannot be measured equally because of the 
significant differences of the markets they operate at. Moreover, the size of sample should be 
appropriate for generalization. 
In order to provide objective measurement for experience of international players it should be 
taken into consideration the type or form of activity, not only amount of years working 
abroad. In this case defining the type of activities combining with the amount of years of 
international experience and amount of markets, can give a reasonably fair measurement for 
experience factor (Klein & Roth, 1990). 
Sousa and Bradley (2006) support the argument that experience is an influential determinant 
of psychological distance and suggests a new measure of managers' experience. Respondents 
were asked to indicate their level of international experience, level of professional exporting 
experience, the number of foreign languages they spoke and their level of proficiency of the 
language that is spoken in the main export country. According to this measure it is possible to 
identify more accurate the type of experience and provide more objective information about 
managers and their skills. Measuring of experience by years does not give enough objectivity 
(C. M. P. Sousa & Bradley, 2006). These two indicators - level of international experience 
and level of professional exporting experience are doser to generalization but still have a 
large part of subjectivity. Evans, Mavondo & Bridson (2002) add to the measurement of 
experience by years the number of markets which companies were operating at. 
According to everything described above, the objective explanation for international 
experience could be given only on the individuallevel. 
2.5 Synthesis towards a conceptual framework 
This particular research provides a conceptual framework which describes relations between 
psychological distance and the concepts of cultural distance, political systems, economic 
development, geographic distance, language and experience. This framework also examines 
doser the concept of international experience and language and describes the relation between 
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them. According to the research question and the theoretical framework following 
conceptual framework is proposed. 
Figure 3 - Conceptual framework 
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IIIMETHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents to glVe an overview of chosen methods and techniques for this 
particular research. First of all, both the research topic and aim of research affect the choice of 
main research tools. The characteristics of research to a large extend dep end on existing 
research question. Clearly identified research questions show, which methods are applicable 
and which are not. 
The research question of this study is: "What is the international experience for Russian 
students at the University of Nordland and how do they perceive psychological distance 
between Russia and Norway?" As it was mentioned in the introduction there are few goals to 
be achieved during research process. First, is to study psychic distance concept from the 
theoretical and empirical perspective and understand what is psychological distance for 
Russian students in Norway and how do they define international experience. 
According to the research question and the goals of research this is an explorative study were 
qualitative methods for gathering and analyzing data are applied. This chapter also describes 
philosophical position and provides consideration ofvalidity and reliability. 
What are the main components which characterize the methodology of certain research? 
Those are research question, timelines, research design, and philosophical position of 
researcher, data collection and analysis, validity and reliability (Holliday, 2007). Timelines of 
my master thesis are presented in the Appendix l. 
3.1 Philosophical position 
The discussion of philosophical position is necessary for researcher because he or she should 
be aware of own idea of social reality. Philosophical position gives guidanee to 
methodological aspects of research and helps to chose correct research tools. According to the 
philosophical position researchers observe the world and make assumptions about the reality 
existed. Easterby-Smith (2008) gives two different attitudes to understanding of soeial reality: 
positivism and soeial constructionism. 
Positivist paradigm describes the world as the external whole and argues that its realities 
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should be measured through objective methods rather than through sensation, reflection or 
intuition. According to this position the reality is extemal and objective, thus positivists 
believe that the observer of social effects should be independent. 
The key idea for social constructionism is that social phenomena being in a constant process 
of changing. And social reality is determined by people rather than by objective and extemal 
factors. Hence, the aim of researcher is not to gather the facts and measure how often they 
occur, but to appreciate the difference of constructions and meanings that people place upon 
their experience (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2008). 
It's mentioned in a theory that existence of pure positivist research or pure social 
constructionist research is almost impossible, because both positions use similar research 
methods. Therefore, I provide definitions for both philosophies in this study and following my 
methodology there have been used methods suitable for social constractionism and 
positivism. 
Social constructionism position has following characteristics (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008): 
./ The observer is part of what is being observed 
./ Human interest considered as a main driver of science 
./ The aim of social constructionism research is to increase general understanding 
of the situation 
./ The research progress arise from gathering rich data from which ideas are 
induced 
./ The concepts should incorporate stakeholder perspectives 
./ As unit of analysis it is considered to inc1ude the complexity of the situation as 
whole 
./ Generalization arises from theoretical abstraction 
./ Sampling requires small number of cases chosen for specific reasons 
There are some weaknesses and strength of the social constructionist research. 
... One of the weaknesses is that the data collecting and obtaining can be 
problematical and time consuming. 
... On another hand, strength, is that social constructionist research glves 
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opportunity to contribute to the evolution of theories, to understand peoples' 
meanings and to see how changes the process over time (Easterby-Smith et al., 
2008). 
I build my own philosophical assumptions upon social constructionism position. And there 
are several reasons for that: 
);.> First of all, psychological distance is a concept which cannot currently be directly 
measured in sophistication by using objective forms. Hence, it should be studied 
through understanding of the reality described by respondents using personal 
interaction. 
);.> There are no clear definitions of the concept of international experience provided in a 
literature. Therefore, the research is aimed to show the meaning of the concept which 
placed upon respondents ' opinions. 
Following this position the researcher should be involved in a process of observation and 
what is observed. For example, if the company issue is examined, the researcher should be a 
part of organization and see the problem from "inside". My own interest and active 
participation in the process is needed. Therefore, I have studied a small amount of cases 
chosen according to the main research question and the aim of the thesis and participating in 
the whole process of gathering empirical data, interpret ing and analyzing. 
3.2 Research design 
Theory specifies three types of research: explorative, descriptive and causal. Explorative 
research is applicable when the problem statement is not defined clearly and the aim of 
researcher is to explore phenomena in new light or to discover the nature of a problem. These 
studies based mostly on collecting of secondary data and remain to reviewing available 
literature and data or detailed interviews. Explorative research is not very useful in terms of 
decision-making or for policy implications, but gives a good insight of the problem in general 
(Mas on, 2004). 
Causal studies search to establish causal relationships between two or more variables and to 
explain the cause-and-effect relationships between variables. 
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Descriptive studies aim to show the scope of the problem, process, events or situations in a 
precise and detailed way. It is structured and accurate. It answers the questions: what, who, 
where, when and how, but don't provide a causal explanation of a problem (Mitchell, Jolley, 
2007). 
In order to give an overview of existing situation and to provide an understanding of certain 
concepts explorative studies are applied. As it was mentioned above, both concepts of 
psychological distance and international experience require an explanation in terms of a 
certain situation. We have to find out what Russian students as a part of Russian-Norwegian 
collaboration imply as their international experience and how remote they perceive Norway in 
terms of psychic distance. Therefore, this explorative study explores phenomena in the light 
of specified situation. The theory is applied as a base for further research and the aim of this 
master thesis is to develop existing knowledge about the psychological distance concept, it's 
determinants experience and language. Since, all the studies are conducted on different 
subjects and apply divers methods it is very difficult to find pure casual or explorative 
researches. Hence, I admit that this particular thesis apply explorative research design and 
us es descriptive studies as well. 
3.3 Sample 
According to the research question of this particular study, we have to select students from 
Russia who study or have been studying at the University of Nordland following University's 
cooperation programs. But first of all we should understand and de fine the criteria of the 
sample. Respondents should meet severai requirements. They should be students at the 
University of Nordland, they should be Russians and they should be liv ing in Norway more 
than 3 moths. Students staying less than 3 months considered as a group with limited 
international experience, due to the limited information they have gotten about the country. 
Russian speaking students from Ukraine or any other Russian speaking country were 
exc1uded. In order to prov ide the variation in the sample, I have chosen respondents which 
have different backgrounds and are at different age, but they all are involved in the same area 
of business - academic area. The list of respondents was created according to the existent 
information about international students at the University of Nordland, particularly 
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International Students' Union. International Students' Union is an organization within the 
University of Nordland which guidelines new coming international students and arranges 
activities. This organization keeps names of all international students within University of 
Nordland and information about their departure. Therefore, International Students' Union has 
been chosen as a source for gathering information about future respondents. Following the 
research question and my philosophical position, around 20 respondents have been chosen. 
The sample supposed to be small, but aimed to provide variation in order to understand the 
relationship between students' international experience and psychological distance. 
Respondents were chosen according to different periods of time staying in Norway and 
gender. After contacting the respondents and getting confirmation about willing to participate 
in research following results were achieved: the sample is presented by eight Russian students 
at the University of Nordland inc1uding international exchange students (3-5 month stay) , 
bachelor and master students (2-5 years stay) , PhD students and faculties. All of them are 
expatriates in Norway in terms ofbusiness or/and study. 
The names of respondents in achieved sample have been changed by the reason of anonymity. 
l - Elena; Female; age - 22; in Norway 8 months; Study Master in Sustainable management. 
She comes from Russia, Arkhangelsk. 
2 - Igor; Male; age - 22; in Norway 9 months; Study Master in Energy Management. He 
comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
3 - Stavislav; Male; age - 24; in Norway - l year 8 months; Study Master in Science of 
Business. He comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
4 - Andrey; Male; age - 24; in Norway - l year 8 months; Study Master in Science of 
Business. He comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
5 - Darya; Fema1e; age - 31; in Norway - 3 years 3 months; Study Master in Human 
Resources. She comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
6 - Maria; Female; age - 28; in Norway - 4 years; Student in course of Chinese language. 
She comes from Russia, Arkhangelsk. Maria's case is different from other respondents in a 
sample. She started as a full time co-worker at the Norwegian Public Roads Administration 
and only after became a student at the University in Nordland. 
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7 - Nina; Fernale; age 28; in Norway 5 years + severai months; PhD student, stipendiat, 
researcher. She comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg, originally from Narian-Mar. 
8 - Kirril; Male; age - 37; in Norway - 14 years; Associate Professor at the University of 
Nordland, Responsible for Master program, he started as a Master Student at the University of 
Nordland. He comes from Russia, Arkhangelsk. 
For this particular explorative qualitative research existent sample consists of eight Russian 
students and scholars. Some of the respondents have scholarships and some are self financed 
students. Also, in order to provide evidence of relationship between psychological distance 
and experience the sample is presented by people staying different time in Norway. 
Moreover, I have chosen respondents of different genders in order to take into account 
differences in opinions. 
To conduct an analysis I have grouped all the respondents into four groups based on the 
length ofperiods they were staying in Norway - short, medium, long. Short stay specifies as 
3-11 months of international experience. The second group consists of students and co-worker 
of the University in Nordland which have been staying in Norway more than l year but less 
than 5. During period from 1 up to 3 years staying abroad individuals get basic information 
about the foreign environment, because they become familiar with the place they live and 
study/work, get to know people, complete visa requirements. During that time individuals are 
enough informed about differences in language, legislation, economical aspects. They have 
already experienced the most important aspects of integration into a foreign environment. 
Less information they get in period from 3 to 5 years. But differences in perception of foreign 
countries and the time lines for understanding of foreign environment vary from individual to 
individual. Hence, the same changes in perception of foreign environment might take 
different time for individuals. Because of these differences I divide the medium term extreme 
group into two parts: 1-3 years and 3-5 years. 
The fourth extreme group presented by people who stays in Norway the longest period - more 
than 5 years. This group has the highest degree to which people assimilate into the foreign 
environment and eventually should have the lowest level of psychic distance. 
Russian students were asked about languages they speak, specified theirs language skills and 
they told about their language barrier. Moreover, they to Id about people they most 
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communicate with, in which language and as a part of integration process they described 
hobbies they have and involvement in social activities while studying/working. In the section 
of language skills, Russian language has been excluded since it is a native language for all of 
the respondents. 
Summary is presented in the Appendix 2. Below is prov id ed the description of gathered 
information. 
All respondents are students or have been students and/or working at the University of 
Nordland. Seven of eight persons are employed in Norway as part-time workers or full-time 
workers. Only one of the respondents is a part of Norwegian family. One respondent, female, 
age 31 is married with Norwegian citizen. Tree of the respondents have been visiting Norway 
before moving and it is a minority of the sample. All of the respondents do speak English and 
Norwegian, but all of them have different levels of understanding. Five respondents out of 
eight, and it is a majority of the sample, do speak at least one other language beside English or 
Norwegian. Only tree respondents out of eight admitted that they have language barrier when 
talking English or Norwegian. Five respondents answered that mostly used for 
communication language while staying in Norway is Russian. Only one respondent out of the 
whole sample have been studying Norwegian language before moving to Norway. Two 
respondents mentioned that they had difficulties to leam Norwegian language when came to 
Norway and six have not had any difficulties to leam. The majority of the sample, five 
respondents, admitted that they have had difficulties to integrate to integrate into Norwegian 
society. 
In relation to the networks which respondents communicate with while staying in Norway, 
they were asked to answer separately which language they use most at the university, at work 
and during spending of their free time and who do they communicate with. All of the 
respondents answered that they mix languages while at the university, five out of seven 
persons (one respondent is not employed) answered that they use only Norwegian language at 
work, two out of seven in addition to Norwegian languages use English at work. During 
spending their free time, tree out of eight persons answered that they use only Russian 
language for communication, tree out of eight said that they mix Norwegian and Russian and 
two out of eight answered that they mix languages in general and have not specified them. 
Four out of eight respondents are involved in a social work and different types of activities 
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which glves additiona1 opportunities to communicate within Norwegian society. Five 
respondents have hobbies such as sport or tourism. Five persons have had other international 
experiences in terms of business or education before moving to Norway. All the respondents 
answered that their international experience in Norway is strong1y positive, which is 
important in terms offuture integration into Norwegian environment. 
All respondents by solid vote admitted that their experience was strong1y positive. This fact 
1eads to the assumption that further integration of by Russian students will continue in a rather 
smooth way. As we mentioned above positive experience creates interest for further 
collaboration whi1e negative a certain understanding of situation which can 1ead to negative 
consequences (Conway & Swift, 2000). At the same time four out of eight respondents 
mentioned that they have had some negative aspects whi1e staying in Norway. 
The 1eve1 of psycho10gica1 distance perceived by respondents has a certain variation, but not 
much. Five respondents out of eight answered that their psycho10gica1 distance to Norway is 
tree points out of ten possib1e. One result is equa1 two points; one three point five and one is 
between one and two. First of all, the 1evel of perceived psycho10gica1 distance is not high in 
general and average is equa1 two point seventy five out of ten possib1e. We can interpret these 
results into twenty seven point five percent. Secondly, the 1evel of perceived psycho10gica1 
distance does not dec1ine sharp1y with the 1ength of period respondents were staying in 
Norway. Still there are some small changes in the answers. 
3.4 Data collection 
Qua1itative research implies obtaining of different types of data. Any collected during 
research data c1assified as primary and secondary. Primary data is more problematie to get 
and ana1yze because it re1ated to an interaction and personal contact which requires right 
interpretation of detai1s. Qua1itative research mostly re1ies on data collection methods which 
invo1ve human activity and participation and the proeess of theory deve10pment is rather 
creative than testing. Researcher is more a too1 for collecting data, he or she has to interact 
with peop1e and get information through asking questions and the respondent shou1d rep1y 
(Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). 
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Primary data for this research has been collected through interviews and personal interaction. 
Every interview has taken approximately 15-20 minutes and the conversations were recorded. 
Analysis and results of gathered information in the large extent dep end on a quality of 
interviews. That is why I have created an interview guide and worked properly the questions 
and topics for conversations. For example, to understand what respondents place upon the 
concept of experience it was necessary to make them to de fine it themselves. Therefore, they 
were asked to tell about their experience of moving to Norway and the answers have 
described what they considered as own experience. Moreover, all the questions were strongly 
related to the major topics and concepts. 
Interviews to ok place in different days and different places, according to the agreement 
between respondents and researcher, in a quiet atmosphere and there were no one else beside 
respondent and researcher in the room. 
The definition of psychological distance has been given to respondents before the interview in 
order to make them understand the topic of conversation. In addition they were informed that 
they will be asked about their own international experience which gave them an opportunity 
to create an image of own experience. 
Doing my research I pay a lot of attention to the research literature as a starting point of my 
work. According to Easterby-Smith (2008) periodicals and journals hold the key to most up-
to-date research. To make a proper literature review the researcher should know the literature 
and easily orientate him or herself in sources. Moreover, literature review is an ongoing 
process of the study or the research question. It modifies the thoughts on the duration of 
process. The researcher should be critical and pragmatic to a literature he or she studies 
(Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). 
3.5 Measurements and the research instrument 
One of the main discussions in the business literature concerns weather psychic distance 
should be measured as perceived by an individual or it should be measured more on a country 
leve1 by using macro-level variables. Therefore, here will be provided proposed by other, 
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mostly quantitative studies, measurement of psychological distance and afterwards will be 
presented measurements and the research instrument for this particular research. 
Some previous studies suggest use cognitive mapping to measure psychic distance as 
perceived by a key figures decision-makers (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006; Evans & Mavondo, 
2002). Their point is based upon the idea that many of management decisions associated with 
psychic distance, such as decision to export or enter a new market, are based on the manager 
perception on that time. Moreover, the problem is that perceived psychic distance will not be 
stable over time, or homogeneous across the firms, nor country (Shenkar, 2001). These 
problematic issues led to a conclusion that perceived psychological distance should ideally be 
measured by the perception of a decision make at the time decision is made. Moreover, direct 
measurement of phenomena helps a researcher to avoid the possibility of confusing concepts. 
For example, differences in culture may increase psychological distance, but it may also be 
linked to special individual preferences. Both, psychological distance and cultural distance, 
may influence the perceived psychological distance and following actions, such as market 
selection. The limitation of these approach correlated with the ability of researcher to get 
information about a certain decision made and decision-makers' perceptions immediately 
when the decision is made (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006). 
To measure psychological distance Håkanson and Ambos (2010) suggest asking respondents 
to indicate to which extent they perceive foreign countries to be close or far in terms of 
psychic distance from their home countries. They used a 100 point scale. It is a rather 
subjective measurement which gives an opportunity for respondents and data to speak for 
themselves. In this particular study respondents were asked to measure their psychological 
distance to Norway on a ten point scale. 
More practically useful and objective method of measurement of psychological distance have 
been provided by Dow and Karunaratna (2006) who proposed to split psychic distance into "a 
sequence of related constructs p. 580". Furthermore, literature provides a certain way of 
measurement for each construct. Here we will discuss measurements for determinants of 
psychological distance. 
l) Cultural distance us ed to be measured by Hofstede's cultural dimensions (Hofstede & 
Bond, 1984). None of the studies on cultural differences have had so large impact as 
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the seminal work of Hofstede (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). Mostly it happened 
because Kogut and Singh have been using dimensions and data provided in the study 
to calculate an overall index for cultural distance later on (Kogut & Singh, 1988). The 
cultural distance index calculated as an average of the differences of Hofstede's 
country score adjusted by the variance of corresponding dimensions (Håkanson & 
Ambos, 2010). For this particular research Hofstede's cultural dimensions and 
analysis have been used. 
2) Geographic distance is used to be measured as an absolute distance in kilometers 
between capitals. Håkanson and Ambos (2010) in their study use the information from 
Centre d'etudes prospectives et informations internationales (CEPn, 2007) based in 
Paris. CEPn provides pair-wise country distance measures based on a distance 
between countries' major cities, mostly capitals. Another way to measure the absolute 
geographic distance is to translate into the distance between the degree of longitude of 
0° (Greenwich) and 18'0 (date line). This geographic distance of approximately 
16,700 km could be related to the respondents ' answers on the magnitude scale. The 
respondents could be asked to indicate distance on magnitude scale and then the 
results associated to actual geographic distance. The estimation of respondents would 
not present the real sense of actual geographic distance, but would show the 
perceptional meaning (Stottinger & Schlegelmilch, 1998). Absolute geographic 
distance is approximated by Google Maps for this study. 
3) To measure linguistic differences or similarities Håkanson and Ambos (2010) propose 
the value "1" when at least one of the official or practically us ed languages of a 
country is the same as those of another. Otherwise it is O (CIA, 2005). This technique 
is not adopted for this qualitative research. 
4) Political rivalry measurement sugge sted by Håkanson and Ambos (2010) provides an 
approach which according to historical facts of the World War n period tends to 
divide countries into two groups: western countries economies and former communist 
bloc. Basically the first group of former communist countries consists of China, 
Russia and Poland, the second one all others. For those countries belonging to "post-
war bloc membership" the value "1" is taken and "O" otherwise. To highlight political 
situations in Russia and Norway I have us ed official web pages of Russian and 
Norwegian governments. 
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5) In some studies economlC development has been approximated as gross domestic 
product per capita in a certain country (Dow & Karunaratna, 2006; Håkanson & 
Ambos, 2010) This approach is adapted for comparison of Russian and Norwegian 
economical situations. 
Håkanson and Ambos (2010) in their study on the antecedents of Psychological Distance 
measured psychological distance between 25 different counties. The results are shown in the 
Table 2. 
Table 2 - Psychological distance between 25 countries. 
Adopted from (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010) 
In their quantities research conducted on the nationallevel they found out the degree to which 
psychological distance differs from country to country and did draw asymmetric results. 
Psychological distance was measured using independent variables such as cultural distance, 
geographical distance, commonality in languages, political rivalry or political environment, 
differences in economic development, relative governanee quality, economical, political and 
cultural influence of the countries. The findings show that the psychological distance from 
Norway to Russia is measured as 63 points and they gi ve 41 points to the distance from 
Russia to Norway. This means that Norwegian citizens perceive Russians more distant than 
Russians do Norwegians. 
In this study on the perception of psychological distance by Russian students at the University 
of Nordland respondents have been asked about their international experience through an 
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interview III Russian language and answers have been translated into English. Russian 
language has been chosen as fundamental for interviews by the reason of differences in leve Is 
of English and Norwegian between respondents. Since Russian is a native language for all 
respondents and the researcher as well, interaction considered to be more efficient in Russian 
than English or Norwegian. In order to expose sample's characteristics, respondents have 
been asked to specify their age, gender, amount of years or months abroad and give an 
overview of the international experience they have had. The important part of the interview 
was to identify what is experience and how it should be defined, respondents ' language skills 
and the process of integration and adaptation into Norwegian society. Therefore, respondents 
were asked to tell about their international experience in Norway and the answers were 
considered being a definition for the concept. Interviews have been conducted according to 
the interview guide. Interview guide is presented in Appendix 3. 
During the interviews respondents were asked to tell in details about their language skills, 
which languages they speak and on what level, if they have alanguage barrier and which 
language they mostly use while in Norway. Furthermore, respondents were asked ifthey have 
perceived difficulties learning Norwegian. 
In order to understand which language respondents use most in their everyday li fe and which 
nationalities they communicate with, they were asked to specify which language they use 
most while at the university, at work and while spending their free time. Moreover, they were 
asked about hobbies they have and if they participate in any social activities. Soeial activities 
and hobbies suppose to assist integration process. 
In order to identify perceived by respondents differences and similarities between counties, 
they were asked ifthey perceive Norwegian and Russian cultures as different, after they were 
asked to name differences and similarities. 
After all the questions about experience, language and cultural differences and similarities, 
respondents were asked to measure their psychological distance on a 10 point scale, where the 
minimum leve1 of psychic distance is O and the maximum is 10. The scale is adopted form 
Håkanson and Ambos (2010). In order to provide more evidence to the concept, respondents 
were asked to explain how they understand O leve1 of psychological distance and 10 as well. 
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3.6 Validity and reliability 
Validity and reliability are very important faetors that identify the value of researeh. Validity 
and reliability dep end on researehers' methodologieal skills, penetration into researeh 
environment and sensitivity to external and internal faetor whieh influent researeh proeess. 
Valid it y refers to aetual existenee and effeetiveness of measuring methods. Researeher should 
eolleet trustful data and ehose trustworthy methods to analyze and interpret it and make it 
neatly. Validity is eoneerned with the extent to whieh measurement proeess provides the 
effieient refleetion of existing eoneept (Johnson & Duberley, 2000). 
In this partieular thesis work the eontent validity has been established through the literature 
review and analysis of previous studies on psyehologieal distanee, gathering data from 
reliable respondents and diseussing every stage of researeh proeess with the aeademie 
advisor. Data has been gathered from native Russians being expatriated to Norway and 
staying for a eertain length of time. This faet prov es that respondents have needed experienee 
and thus, dispose trustworthy information. During the interviews I've met some obstacles in 
terms of differenees in understanding of the questions by respondents. They were eorreeted 
afterwards by more detailed explanation of the question and the eoneepts us ed in it. Finally, 
these situations led to the faet that respondents who did not understand the question from the 
beginning were more into subjeet after seeond explanation. Reliability is about replieation. It 
means that other researcher should be able to repeat and reproduee results. Therefore I should 
be confident that my drown conclusions and results can be used for further researeh and be 
reliable in terms of replication. In this work I study psychological distanee perception by 
Russian students at the University of Nordland. 
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IV ANAL YSIS AND DISCUSSION 
"It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data" - Arthur Conan Doyle 
This chapter is aimed to expose gathered information form respondents and show the scope of 
the data gathered. It is very important to find out what respondents place upon their 
experience and which meanings they give to the concepts discussed above. Since, 
international experience concept has not been defined clearly in the business literature in 
terms of international cooperation, this chapter opens a new perspective on what is experience 
and perceived psychological distance in case of Russian students moved to Norway. 
Data have been collected through personal interviews, recorded and transcribed. Since, all the 
interviews have been conducted in Russian language, they have had to be translated into 
English. Those parts of the conversations which contained significant information for the 
research, were useful for answering research question and exploring studied concepts, have 
been included in analysis. Quotes from the conversations are presented in analysis providing 
names of the respondents, age and the name of city they come from. Moreover, in order to 
provide evidence of the background of the respondents, the summary information has been 
collected in a table, which is presented in Appendix 3 and analyzed in section General 
findings. Further, it is necessary to highlight general political and economical situations in 
Russia and Norway in order to understand differences between environments. Although it is 
important to highlight political and economical situations by the reason of differences 
between environments they come from and which they came to. 
4.1 Russian and Norway: a cross-cultural comparison 
Following the research question and in order to understand and explore the environment 
respondents come from and Norwegian environment, below we will examine cultural distance 
between Russia and Norway using Hoftede's cultural dimensions, absolute geographical 
distance between major cities or Russia and Norwegian cities and provide description and 
briefly comparison of the political systems in Russia and Norway and difference in economic 
development. 
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4.1.1 Cultural distance 
To highlight cultural distance between two involved in research countries, for this particular 
study on the perception of psychological distance and international experience by Russian 
students at the University of Nordland, have been used Hofstede's cultural dimensions 
(Hofstede & Bond, 1984). Here is presented a ready comparison of Russia and Norway in 
terms of such cultural dimensions as power distance, individualism, masculinity vs 
femininity, uncertainty avoidance and long term orientation. 
Figure 4 - Hofstede's cultural dimensions: Russia vs Norwal 
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First dimension, power distance, refers to the fact that all individuals within societies are not 
equal. Power distance expresses the attitude of culture towards these inequalities. Power 
distance defines as the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and 
organisations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally. In this 
case Russia, scores 93, is among the 10% of the most power distant societies in the world. 
This is explains by the fact that the largest country in the world is extremely centralized: two 
thirds of all foreign investments go to Moscow, where 80% of all financial potential is 
2 http://geert-hofstede.com/russia.html 
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concentrated. Hofstede mentions that this huge discrepancy between the less and the more 
powerful people leads to a great importance of statuses. Norway in this case scores 31. This 
low leve1 of power distance refers to following behaviors: being independent, hierarchy for 
convenience only, equal rights, superiors accessible. Moreover, this analysis shows that 
power is decentralized and managers count on the experience of their team members, while 
employees expect to be consulted. Attitude towards managers is more informal and 
communication is direct, participative and consensus orientated. 
On individualism dimension Russia scores 39 and Norway 69. Focus of this dimension is on 
the degree of independence a society maintains among its members. In individual societies 
people are most likely to look after themselves and their family only. In collectivist societies 
people belong to groups. Russia with the score 39 is a collectivist society. It is very important 
to belong to a group and communicate on a daily life basis, while Norway is an individualist 
society, where "Self' and "I" is much more important that "We". Communication is explicit. 
At the same time the right to privacy is important and respected. 
Masculinity vs femininity refers to an issue what motivates people wanting to be the best 
(masculinity) or liking what you do (feminine). Russia in this case scores relatively low result 
- 36, which is in conflict with the power distance results. Dominant behavior might be 
accepted form a boss. Norway scores even lower result 8, and becomes the second most 
feminine society after Swedes. Trying to be better than others is neither sociaUy nor 
materially rewarded in Norway and societal solidarity in life is important. 
Uncertainty avoidance is "the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by 
ambiguous or unknown situations and have created beliefs and institutions that try to avoid 
these,,3. Scoring 95 Russians feel very much threatened by ambiguous situations, as weU as 
they have established one of the most complex bureaucracies in the world. Therefore detailed 
planning is very common. Russians appear to be very formal and distant if they talk to a 
person considered to be stranger; also Russians prefer to know context and background 
information. Norwegians score 50 and thus become a fairly pragmatic culture in terms of 
uncertainty avoidance. People are fairly relaxed and not adverse to take risks. There is focus 
on planning, and they can be altered at short notice and improvisations made. 
3 http://geert -hofst..:d":.convruss ia. html 
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There is no score provided on Russia in terms of long term orientation and therefore we 
cannot make a comparison with Norway. Norwegian culture scores 44, which makes it pretty 
short orientated culture. The long term orientation dimension is "the extent to which a society 
shows a pragmatic future-oriented perspective rather than a conventional historical short-term 
point of view". 4 
4.1.2 Geographic distance 
Geographic distance is very powerful antecedent of psychological distance and that it is much 
more important than cultural distance (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). Therefore, we should 
estimate absolute geographic distance between Russia and Norway. In order to provide 
objective results we should clearly define between which points the geographical distance will 
be estimated. According to the research question Norwegian city Bodø is a key point in 
Norway. Since all the respondents coming from two different places in Russia, Saint-
Petersburg and Arkhangelsk, we will provide estimation of absolute geographical distance 
between Bodø and Saint-Petersburg, and Bodø and Arkhangelsk. 
Approximated by Google Maps geographical distance between Bodø, Norway and Saint-
Petersburg, Russia is 1486 kilometers. 5 Geographical distance between Bodø and 
Arkhangelsk is 2430 kilometers. In terms of comparison between those two distances, Saint-
Petersburg geographically is closer then Arkhangelsk. 
4.1.3 Political system 
Russian modem political system was established by the 1993 constitution, where the 
president has considerable executive power. In this system there is no vice president, and the 
legislative branch is weaker than the executive. The legislative branch is bicameral and 
4 http://geert-hofstcdc.conl!russia.htm ! 
Shttp://maps.google.no/ma ps?h I=ru&pg=world+factboo k+ 2011 +distances&cp=38&gs id=2p&xh r=t&g=worl d+ 
factbook+2011 +distances+between&bav=on.2,or. r gc.r pw.r gf.,cf.osb&biw=1280&bih= 109&um=1&ie=UTF-
8&sa=N&tab=wl 
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consists of the lower house (State Duma) and the upper house (the Federation Council). The 
president nominates the highest state officials, including the prime minister, who must be 
approved by the Duma. The president can pass decrees without consent from the Duma. He 
also is head of the armed forces and of the Security Council (R. Government, 2012). 
On the elections of December 4, 2011, the pro-government party United Russia to ok 49% of 
votes which is translated into 53% of seats in the Duma. The total amount of seats is 450. The 
results of December 4, 2011 elections were much lower than in 2007, when the party won 
more than two thirds of seats and got a right to change the Constitution. The Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe's (OSCE) Office of Democratic Institutions and Human 
Rights (ODIHR) sent a commission to observe the Duma's elections. The ODIHR identified 
some distinctions in voting, counting, and tabulation procedures. Moreover, they not ed that 
the elections took place in an atmosphere which seriously affected and limited political 
competition. The next Duma election will take place on December 2016, as a new legislation 
expanded the mandate of the Duma from 4 years to 5. On September 24, 2011 Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin announced his wish to seek for a new term and won the elections on 
March 4, 2012. The OSCE/ODIHR again observed the election and noted similar 
shortcomings to those noted in the Duma elections including the lack of genuine competition 
and biased media coverage affecting the fairness of the election. The December 2008 law that 
extended the Duma's mandate also lengthened the term of Russia's president, beginning with 
the 2012 election, to six years, so the next presidential election is scheduled for 2018 
(Federation, 2012). 
Norway is a constitutional monarchy. The functions of the king are mainly ceremonial, but he 
has influence as the symbol of national unity. The constitution of 1814 grants important 
executive powers to the king, these are almost always exercised by the Council of Ministers in 
the name of the king (King's Council). The Council of Ministers consists of a prime minister 
chosen by the political parties represented in the Storting and other ministers. The 169 
members of the Storting are elected from 20 fylker (counties) for 4-year terms according to a 
complex system of proportional representation. 
The Stoltenberg-led coalition government took office in October 2005 and was reelected in 
2009 continued the northern policy laid down by the government led by Kjell Magne 
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Bondevik (of the Christian Democratic Party) in 2003. This "High North" strategy has 
remained one of the constant thernes of this government and encompasses many of the 
government's highest priorities, inc1uding environmental protection, responsible development 
of energy resources, maintaining a security presence in the Arctic, and developing Norway's 
relations with Russia. In 2010, Norway conc1uded bilateral agreements with Russia resolving 
the two countries' long-disputed maritime boundary in the Barents Sea and Arctic Ocean and 
facilitating travel for border residents. Upon ratification, the maritime boundary agreement 
entered into force in 2011 (N. Government, 2012). 
4.1.4 Economical and industrial development 
Russia and Norway dispose naturai resources such as petroleum and naturai gas which has 
became a subject of collaboration and number of economical agreements. Russian GDP in 
2010 estimated as $1.477 trillion and growth rate in 2011 4%. Norwegian GDP in 2011 is 
estimated as $479.3 billion and annual growth rate in 2011 - 1.7%. Graph below shows 
factual GDP per capita in Norway and Russia. 
As we can see from the Figure 5, economically Norway is much more stable than Russia 
following the level of GDP per capita. The gap between indicators is huge and approximated 
by $ 75000. 
Figure 5 - GDP per capita in Norway and Russia, thousands US dollars 
GOP per capita at currenl pr-lces ~ 
/ 
: 'lo 
The graph is created by Google Public Data. 
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4.2 Language 
As we discussed above language was also mentioned as the most complicated issue to 
integration into Norwegian society. Language is the most important to ol for communication 
between individuals, for exchanging information. It' s a part of culture and very influential 
determinant of psychological distance. As it was mentioned above, similarities in languages 
provide better efficiency in communication. The closer languages are the more understand ing 
between parties. 
In our case, Russian and Norwegian languages are com ing from different families. Russian is 
a Slavic language which belongs to an lndo-European family and mostly widespread language 
on Eurasia. This East - Slavic language is spoken in Beiarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and other 
countries of the former Soviet Union. Approximated amount of native speakers by CIA The 
World Factbook in 2005 is 160 million people. The language contains dialect forms which are 
dependent on the geographicallocation of speaking part of inhabitants. Ever since the dialects 
have occurred severai centuries ago Russian language became more holistic in terms of 
phonetics recently. And nowadays there is no large gap between dialects. 
Norwegian language belongs to North - Germanic group of languages and is spoken 
primarily in Norway. There are about 5.3 million of native speakers and around 150000 
speaking people in Denmark. Scandinavian languages have similar structures and are 
comparable with each other. Bokmål and Nynorsk are two official languages in Norway and 
there are a certain amount of dialects. The wide range of differences makes it complicated to 
estimate a real number of different Norwegian dialects. Compare to Russian, Norwegian 
dialects have a large variety in grammar, syntaxes, phonetics and can be created on a level of 
farmer cluster (CIA, 2005). 
According to described above Russian and Norwegian languages are more dissimilar than 
similar. Among common characteristics we can mark out only loanwords from other 
languages. This means, that interaction between native speakers is hardly possible. 
Russian and Norwegian languages have different structures and belong to different linguistic 
groups, but all the respondents have answered that they have not had any difficulties to leam 
Norwegian language. Some ofthem have mentioned that dialects were difficult to understand. 
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__ Elena, age 22 - "It is not difficult to leam Norwegian language, more difficult to 
understand, and to read it is just easy. " 
__ Igor, age 22 - "The dialect can be problematic. Often is very difficult to understand 
colleagues. But they realize that I leam «bokmål» and, therefore, try to speak clear 
and slower. " 
__ Kirril, age 37 - "In the beginning I was communicating mostly with Russians. 
Knowledge of English language was poor and Norwegian I could not speak at all . ... 
After 5 years I started to prefer Norwegian company of people. The language is not a 
problematic issue now as it was before. Not only language was problematic, but 
language as a part of culture. " 
,. Andrey, age 24 - "I speak English and Norwegian. English is fluent, I don 't have any 
difficulties to speak English. Norwegian - don 't even know how to describe. Very 
good level of Norwegian. Writing is fluent. I can read fiction with some difficulties if it 
is nowadays language, not classical style which is close to Danish. When it comes to 
oral speech, I can speak but it's complicated on the level ofperception. That is why 
probably Norwegian enunciation is beautiful because everyone speaks differently and 
you should collect in your mind the ways they talk and only then you 'Il get an 
understanding of how people speak and what is their manner. " 
Also some of them mentioned more problems in understanding than speaking Norwegian. As 
it was mentioned above and shown in Appendix 3 only three out of eight respondents had 
language barrier and only two out of eight mentioned that language was difficult to learn. 
Respondents have not had language barrier mosdy by the reason of large amount of English 
speaking population in Norway. Following answers of respondent, language is not a 
problematic issue in case of Russian-Norwegian communication, even though linguistic 
groups of languages are different. 
4.3 International experience 
In order to prov ide areasonable measurement for international experience we should clearly 
de fine it and specify the meaning of the context. Following our example, all the respondents 
have shown different understanding of the concept "experience". As we can see, some of the 
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answers were describing experience as experience of eultural differenees, as experience of 
work/study and other types of it. Mostly respondents linked their experience to the firs or most 
important reason of coming to Norway. Few answers about how Russians see their 
international experience were related to the integration process and language skills. 
Furthermore, one respondent named as experience personal internal feelings of safety and 
security. 
Table 3 - Definitions of experience 
RESPONDENT 
l. Elena,22 
2. Igor,22 
3. Stanislav, 
24 
4. Andrey, 24 
5. Darya, 31 
MEANING 
"It was easy to enter Norwegian live, because there are many Russians 
here. Therefore I did not have any psychological barrier in 
communication with people. lf 1 wanted to talk to someone there were 
always Russian students or international students. It was more difficult 
with Norwegians first 5-6 montbs. It was difficult to get in contact witb 
them. The reason was language barrier and some psychological 
misunderstandings." 
"When I just came here the first impression was - differenee in eultures, 
first of all the treat of people, individuals. I mean such simple things as 
treating in shops, public transportation. People are predisposed to 
contacts here. They are more kind I think. Later, when the study start ed I 
realized the difference in an education system .... Later I got a job .... " 
HI came here with e.xpectations different from wbat rve got. Here is my 
experience. When I was going here 1 thought that it is a socialist country 
and people are like Vikings etc. In tbe end - unbelievable nature and 
people speak Englisb. All of them though, aU ages. It was a surprisingly 
for me. I like this very cabn life st yle." 
"First of all it is experience whieh oeeurs on the contrast of eultures. 
How life in one country differs from the life in another. This is what 
more evident as experience and what is the most useful. What shall I 
start with? With the edueation, I guess. Because it is the main reason 
why I came here .... " 
"I think it is very difficult to integrate to Norwegian society in terms of 
they don't search for your company. When it comes to work - mangers 
treat foreigners neither better nor worse. My friends are mostly Russians 
here but I bave good Norwegian friends too, which I met bere at 
school." 
6. Maria, 28 "When I came to Norway in 2008 I started working. I could not speak 
Norwegian, so I was working using English. First week my colleagues 
were talking to me in English and had a lot of interest, but then 
everything became normal and they were talking Norwegian all the 
time. When we had coffee in common areas everyone was talking 
Norwegian and I was just seating and smiling. It was very difficult .... " 
7. Nina, 28 "When I moved to Norway and was living here for half of a year without 
__ ._~ __ ~~ ___ ._~._!~~y.!!!.B..!~~_~~un!ry2._~ felt that~~~~~mething ~if!~~!!.~!!~!~ .. bu!~<:o~!<!_ 
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not understand what exactly. And only when I got back to I 
realized that it was feeling of safety and security. It has made astrong 
impression on me and still this feeling has not left me." 
"My experience first of all related to my education, getting a master 
degree. First it was a master program, then doctor degree and after 
associate professor. Notably, doing scientific work, teaching and 
administrative 
As we can see from the tab le, two respondents mentioned as own experience the proeess of 
integration or "entering Norwegian life". Most of the respondents mentioned that it was easy 
to integrate by the reason of large number other Russians around. Russian network is large in 
Bodø, especially at the University of Nordland. As it was mentioned above international 
cooperation between many universities and University of Nordland employs international 
students, the majority of which are students from Russia. They do not have a need talking 
native language or to look for contacts especially, because they were easy accessible. 
Igor, age 22, Saint-Petersburg - "To adapt to people around was not difficult at all. It would 
have been much more eomplieated in my opinion if students from Russia would not be here. 
But they are here and even students from my home university as weU, people who Ialready 
have known earlfer. But of eourse in the beginning I was missing home . ... " 
There is also an opinion that if respondents would not have such a large network of Russian 
students around, the integration process would become more complicated. The society of 
Russian students which has been formed earlier used to help new coming students with the 
adaptation process. 
On the adaptation: Elena, 22: "I did not have any eultural shoek. Everything went smoothly. 
I had mueh support and help from Russian guys who have been staying for a long time 
already. And I realize that if anything happen or I will meet some ehallenges on my way I 
always get support from people I know and even Norwegians. " 
This type of help in terms of integration suppose significantly reduce psychological distance 
because of lacking ne ed for exploring new environment. There are people who have already 
done the exploration of surrounding environment and are ready to share their knowledge. 
Furthermore, with the gaining international experience the internationalization process 
becomes more organized and systematic, so those individuals, who already got some kind of 
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international expenence, have certain confidence to succeed another time. Moreover, the 
perception of differences between Russia and Norway by an individual with international 
experience (Norwegian or any other) may have influence on the perception of the same 
differences by an individual without international experience if they have shared any 
information about it between each other (Evans & Mavondo, 2002). Perceptions of 
differences might be affected by other party's opinion through transmission of knowledge and 
information about foreign environment. Experience helps individuals to exploit opportunities 
and be better prepared to meet obstacles and to avoid threats (Katsikea et al., 2007). We can 
assume that even someone's experience may be useful in terms of integration to a foreign 
environment because it can be shared between individuals. According to the respondents 
answers what does experience mean to them, I've developed a figure, which shows the 
components or variations of perceived experience. The concept of international experience by 
perception of the respondents looks very complex and united. Among components of 
experience respondents described following concepts: integration process, cultural differences 
or/and similarities, personal expectations and business or/and study. Figure shows the model 
of respondents' international experience. Furthermore we will discuss each component in 
particular and provide comments of the respondents for them. 
Figure 6 - International experience by definitions of respondents. 
4.3.1 Integration proeess 
Integration process was identified by respondents as one of the components of their 
international experience. In order to provide more evidence to the concept, respondents were 
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asked to identify what are the most important issues of the integration process. The majority 
of respondents (5 out of 8) responded that they had certain difficulties to integrate to 
Norwegian society. Above we will discuss the problematic issues and comments. 
19or, age 22, Saint-Petersburg - "The language is probably the most important. It is very 
difficult ... People are all different, it 's not a secret. Everyone has different abilities, everyone 
has own attitude of mind. Communication barrier is the most important here. Even though 
Norwegians are the most English speaking country in Europe, nevertheless they try to save 
their identity, their historical constituent and the language plays the key role here. " 
Language as one of the antecedents of psychological distance has been mentioned as 
problematic issue by one more respondent. On the question "What are the main problems of 
integration?" Darya, age 31 from Saint-Petersburg answered - "Language. " Language is 
marked as the component of integration process which matters. Moreover, according to the 
respondent opinion it's the most problematic issue ofintegration into Norwegian society. 
Andrey, age 24, Saint-Petersburg - "No, it was not difficult to integrate. Norwegians are 
Scandinavian nation and J've been born in Saint-Petersburg, which is 2000 kilometer from 
Bodø. The climate is similar. Of course some people think the climate here is nastier. I would 
say that mostly it depends on upbringing how people integrate. When I was 18, my parents 
told me that J'm adult and I have to work. I have not got that much ward from them after that. 
Of course they were still there for me, but not in the same extend. WeU, J've tried to work in 
Russia. When I came to Norway I found out that it 's society of individualists and I liked this 
facto Of course I was not familiar with the society, but I liked this colcl, calculating Nordie 
streak. And I still like it as who le. Also there is never much press on you at work. Always the 
word of law has incredible power. And it's a big difference with Russia where the law is a 
decor. " 
Andrey, age 24, Saint-Petersburg: "I think Norway is similar to Russian North- West region. I 
don 't see it so different. " "I think culture reflects geographie of population. " 
He mentioned that the integration process was not hard. As one of the arguments to support 
own opinion respondent provided geographical closeness between Saint-Petersburg and Bodø. 
This fact in large extent supports argument that geographically close places are easier to adapt 
to. As we know from earlier discussion, geographic distance creates significant barriers to 
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international interaction (Håkanson & Ambos, 2010). Therefore, Andrey mentioned 
geographical closeness as one of the factors which reduces the effect of integration process. 6 
This fact reflects personal perception of an absolute factor such as geographic distance. It 
means that individuals will differently define a certain distance in kilometers as short of long. 
Another component of integration process was mentioned by Maria, age 28. Her case was 
different from other students, because firstly she came to Norway by the reason of full time 
job and only afterwards she became a student. 
On the question if it was difficult to integrate to Norwegian society Maria, 28 answered: 
"Difficult. It would be possibly much easier when a person coming as a student. They get 
many contacts, a lot of communication, only after student life they get into a working 
environment. To me it happened oppositely. I got into work straight away and have not known 
anyone there. I knew my boss and he was the bestfriend for me. I was going to him with any 
questions and problems. What about all the others at work, I've never had or heard any 
negative form them, had only positive. They all tried to show their interest. Anyway, all of 
them are busy and finding friends is very difficult, because average age in our department 
was around 50. All of them have families, husbands and wives, friends, children, absolutely 
own life. Work is work. Work is from 8.00 to 15.30 and what shall I've done after? But when I 
was transferred into another department, there were much more young people and there I 
was picked as one of the responsible persons for welfare committee. One of Norwegian girls 
was picked as weU, Kristin from Trondheim. So we were watching each other and could not 
get what are we supposed to do together. After a while we started to communicate, to 
approach doser, als o we had a group work together. It helped a lot and she became a key 
person for me to the Norwegian society. She was inviting me to join her for some 
arrangements ... " 
According to her answer communication and contacts plays a key role in the integration 
process. She mentioned that one of the obstacles was to find friends among the group of 
colleagues she was involved with, because of the age difference. In comparison with the 
6 The absolute geographie distance between Bodø and Saint-Petersburg approximated by Google is 1486 
kilometers and the length of Norway as whole is 2544 kilometers. 
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comment of Elena, age 22: "It was not dif.ficult to enter Norwegian life, because there are 
many Russians here .... " Previous description of integration proeess shows us that network of 
Russian speaking people is important for individuals to feel comfortable within international 
environment. Therefore in the Figure 5 Network and contacts marked as one of international 
experience component. Moreover, on the question if respondents feel comfortable in the 
surrounding environment all ofthem have answered "Yes". 
4.3.2 Cultural differences 
"We need to reach that happy stage of our development when differences and diversity 
are not seen as source of division and dis trust, but of strength and inspiration " - Josefa 
Iloilo. 
There have been no information or definition provided for respondents about cultural 
differences or/and similarities as it was done with the concept of psychological distance, 
therefore given answers were considerably different from the theoretical approach to the 
definition of culture. Cultural differences and similarities between Russia and Norway 
described by respondents reflect severaI aspects of countries' features. Among them are: 
bureaucracy, attitude to work, sense of humor, culture of communication and at last, but not 
least differences and similarities between Russia and Norway which have a long historical 
roots. 
Nina, 28, Saint-Petersburg, has opinion about bureaucracy as a similarity of both cultures: 
"Absolutely, all cultures are different. I think Norwegians are more organized; they do 
everything in a right way. They are people of ru les, we are people of exceptions. I believe that 
solving bureaucratie issues in one country and another is the best way to understand cultural 
differences. In due time, I've met a problem and realized that there is disorganized disorder 
in Russia and in Norway is organized. Bureaucracy exists in both countries. But it 's a 
question what is better for us Russians, because in Russia it's possible to skip all the ru les 
and find someone who can help you in your particular situation, it does not mean that outside 
the law, but ... It's always possible. In some situations youfollow the law and according to the 
rules everything should work, but you cannot get any results just because people don 't fuljill 
their duties. I think, the treatment of the ru les is important, because Norwegians respect them, 
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appreciate them, live with them. And we respect them only when it 's convenient... WeU, major 
similarities ... 1 think it 's people are more open on the North, which is not so obvious on the 
South. Fm from the Northern part as weU. It was very easy to rent an apartment and 
communicate with my neighbor. My lessors have not even taken a deposit from me. They said 
that if we aUow you to live in our house how can we not rust you? They give me cakes and 
bring presents from vacations. I don 't agree with stereotypes of severe, cold Norwegians 
which you can 't find a contact with. I don 't share this opinion. " 
This comment supports existence of administrative distance (as a part of political distance) 
between Russia and Norway. Administrative distance exists due to different bureaucratie, 
working, and political structures prevalent in countries (Malhotra et al., 2009). Therefore it 
creates a barrier for living and working in foreign country when administrative systems are 
different. As it was mentioned by respondent Nina, the law does not have same power in 
Russia as it does in Norway and it may be one of the issues of integration and adaptation as 
weU. 
There are some opmlOns which slightly remind us about Hofstede's cultural dimensions 
(Hofstede & Bond, 1984), but they are not in comparison by the reason of differences in 
levels of discussion. Hofstede's cultural dimensions have been described within nationallevel 
while we are looking at cultural differences perceived by individuals. For aU that, respondents 
have mentioned high degree of individualism inherent to the Norwegian society. 
Andrey, 24, Saint-Petersburg: "When I came to Norway I found out that it's society of 
individualists and I liked this facto Of course I was not familiar with the society, but I liked 
this cold, calculating Nordie streak. And I stil/like it as a whole. " 
Historical aspects play very important role in forming of cultures. Since two countries have 
historical similarities, they might have common values as weU. Presence of such factors may 
influence psychic distance and therefore reduce it. Big historical gaps and, therefore large 
cultural differences, tend to increase influence of psychic distance on individuals' perception. 
During the World War Il in 1944 some northem regions of Norway (Finnmark and Troms) 
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were liberated by Soviet Union soldiers from the Nazi army, which created an ally opinion 
about Russians among citizens of those regions. 7 
Andrey, 24 on eultural differences: "It 's very diffieult to eharaeterize Russian eulture, as well 
as Norwegian. Russian eulture as sueh survived the 90 's, all this disorganization. 90 's were 
the time of eriminality and mess whieh made all people to feel seared. Just now it starts "to 
raise a head". Somehow starts to remember religious values, somebody started to praetice 
moral and ethics, even politieal opposition started to aet aetively even though it 's under the 
pressure in Russia. Thanks to our media through whieh people still ean show own will and 
wish. It 's good. I think if Russia will not put Iran Curtain then we will be able to develop 
some strong qualities of our eulture. We are aetually more western eulture that Arabie 
eountries for example. We are striving for eapitalist system as USA. Norwegians in terms of 
eulture have not had any shoeks or perturbations and their problem is that theirs history did 
not exist 100 years ago. Well it existed but it was in kind of spread - as many settlements, as 
dialeets. They had Edward Muneh whieh was painting beautiful pietures. This depressive 
style is appearing in the whole Nordie eore. I like that it is little down to the earth. Like 
Norwegians eall themselves "grundig". It may seem little boring for our emotional and 
ereative minds, but at the same time they make mistakes very seldom. Continue about the 
eulture... They are trying to revive it. Tm happy that they understand their impeifeetion and 
ean laugh about themselves. Russians eannot do it, they would rather laugh about the 
neighbor. For example, person from Moseow would laugh about a person form Saint-
Petersburg when in Saint-Petersburg. In this ease Norwegians trying to take eare of their 
small eulture and I think they will be fine if they will work on it. Sometimes they borrow a lot 
from United States and other eountries, like for example fast food became a big part of 
Norwegian eulture .... " 
Andrey, age 24 on similarities: "Of eourse, there are similarities. Maybe our agrarian past is 
similar? When Tve learned Norwegian language I realized that some of the sayings have 
direet translation into Russian. Moreover, what was Russia in the beginning of 20th century? 
It was eountry with big eities and aristoeraey and large amounf of rural population. The same 
situation was in Norway. In 50 's it was many settlements with fishermen, farmworkers and 
7 http:.'!cn.wikipedia.ondwiki!Occupation of ?\onvay by ?\azi Germany 
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aristoeraey, the same system. Therefore values are the same, they had similar history. 
Another thing that Norway is Scandinavia and Europe and Russia is something like Asia. We 
have larger con tras t. We don 't know ourselves who we are. They have risen in a more 
harmonie way, therefore the eulture has more aeeurate shape, but it is faded itself " 
For example, among similarities between Russian and Norwegian culture, respondent 
mentioned valuable factor such as nature, and among differences - art. Norway has been 
recognized as postmodem country in terms of art. Therefore it creates a big gap between 
Russian c1assical culture of art and Norwegian postmodem. 
Stanislav, 24: "I think there are some similarities, but in general, yes, they are different, 
because Slavie eulture and Scandinavian eulture are different things. Only one thing can say 
- nature malters a lot in both eountries. It we talk about ancient eulture, both had paganism. 
Jf we talk about modern eulture, I can say that modern eulture in Russia does not exist as 
sueh. What we can eall modern eulture is all com ing from ancient times. Jf we talk about 
behavior of people, Russian eulture is closer to sueh eultures as Italian and Spanish. 
Norwegian eulture of behavior is quiet, eonfident without any exeessive emotions. Jf we talk 
about eulture of art, Norway is a modern eulture, they have very speeijie art. Russian eulture 
is very classieal, therefore we used to classieal music and painting. " 
Among similarities respondent Igor, age 22 from Saint-Petersburg mentioned multinationality 
in both countries. Russia is historically very multinational, but Norway has been forced to 
become multinational country in opinion of respondent. - "The differenee is that Russia 
historieally is multinational country, as I know Norway became multinational only 50 years 
ago. I think it started in 1969. Norway has been forced to become multinational country while 
Russia was multinational for many centuries. Moreover, another differenee is that they are 
proud of their eulture and I cannot say the same about Russians. " This fact may influence 
perception of other cultures by Norwegian citizens in comparison with Russians. Russians 
might be more us ed of other nationalities within the same environment, while it takes some 
time for Norwegians to adapt to the existing situation. Even though both countries have 
become multinational the attitude to other cultures might be not the same. 
In terms of work and business, respondents ' opinions have divided into two groups. Some of 
them recognized attitude to work as a difference and some as similarity. On cultural 
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similarities Maria, 28: "They are different, but I cannot say it is a huge difference. Sense of 
humor is similar, jokes and anecdotes. Attitude to work is similar. " 
Other differences and similarities between Russian and Norwegian cultures mentioned by 
respondents are shown in the table below. 
Table 4 - Cultural differences and similarities 
Cultural differences Cultural similarities 
Life st yle The nature matters a lot 
Rhythm of life Attitude to work, business aspect 
Mentality Sense of humor 
Attitude to work, business aspect Bureaucracy 
Education system People are open on the North 
The word of law Multinational country 
Child upbringing Values 
Culture of food Paganism 
Culture of communication Samt population 
Holidays Climate 
Art 
Culture as pride 
Table 4 shows cultural differences and similarities mentioned by respondents. All of the 
opinions reflected in the tab le. Life st yle and rhythm of life were mentioned when talking 
about sizes of the cities where respondents come from and to where they came. Saint-
Petersburg is the second biggest city in Russia and approximated amount of inhabitants is 5 
million people and Arkhangelsk is approximated by 500 thousand people. The intens it y of life 
and temp in big cities is much higher than in smaller ones. Since Bodø is approximated by 50 
thousand inhabitants, we can assume that respondents mentioned differences in the context of 
city sizes as well. 
All of the respondents mentioned attitude to work in cultural aspect. But some of them 
mentioned it as difference and others as similarities. This aspect shows the variation in 
opinions of individuals towards the same subject. Moreover, few of them mentioned that 
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education systems are different in Norway and Russia, which may create a cultural barrier and 
increase psychological distance perception. 
The word of the law has been discussed above and two respondents mentioned that power of 
the law in Norway and Russia is very different. Norwegian legislation has more power and 
respect in Norway than Russian law in Russia. 
Child upbringing was mentioned by respondent which is a part of Norwegian family. She 
mentioned it as differences and claimed that Russian way is less democratic and more strict 
than Norwegian. Culture of food, different holidays, as weU as the art, were mentioned by 
respondents and seem to be an important factor of cultural differences. Food, art and national 
celebrations are a part of any culture. Culture of communication was mentioned by 
respondents in terms of the way people speak, the way people behave while speaking and who 
fast people speak. Stanislav, age 24, Saint-Petersburg: "It was very difficult to adapt to how 
slow people speak. In Russia people communicate very quick and exchange information very 
fast. " 
Talking about similarities in Russian and Norwegian cultures respondents mentioned attitude 
to work, sense ofhumor, climate. The importance ofnature in both cultures was mentioned by 
severai respondents, they said that beauty of the nature matters a lot in both countries. 
Paganism in old times was a certain religion in both countries, which was also mentioned as 
similarity. Sami population also exists in both cultures, especiaUy on the North. 
4.3.3 Personal expectations 
Personal expectations in terms of international expenence have a special context. 
International business literature does not provide any explanation on personal expectations of 
individuals. Thus, this issue should be studied deeper. We can assume that personal 
expectations about a foreign country may be supported or disproved when coming there. 
Stanislav, age 24, Saint-Petersburg: "I came here with expectations different from what I've 
got. Here is my experience. When I was going here I thought that it is a socialist country and 
people are like Vikings etc. In the end - unbelievable nature and people speak English. All of 
them though, all ages. It was a surprisingly for me. I like this very calm life style. And 
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everything is organized here. People are not in a hurry, but they have time to complete 
everything. They work from 9 to 5 and after they only take care of families, children etc. they 
are little bit close. They communicate in loeal groups and to become friends with them is 
difficult. They live in communes for many-many years and have very close relations hi p so to 
enter the commune is problematic. " 
Respondent mentioned that his personal expectations about Norway in terms of experience 
were disproved when he came here. He does not expose his opinion largely but he admits 
discrepancy. It is very difficult to conc1ude something about personal expectations in terms of 
international experience, because they have not been studied before. Therefore, we consider it 
as new dimension of international experience on the individuallevel. 
4.3.4 Business/study 
This section is very important in terms of differences in business aspects between Russia and 
Norway. Respondents described their own working experience and provided comparative 
information about working conditions in Russia and Norway. 
Maria, age 28, Arkhangelsk: "Difference from Norway is that we have more controlon 
working places. In Norway people have own responsibility, not much controlover them. 
When I was working in Russia my boss controlled every my step and what is on screen of my 
PC, and with whom I was talking on the phone, independent on what kind ofresults I had. But 
people cannot watch screen for 8 hours. But in Russia we suppose to work etc. Here is 
calmer, everyone has own office and you can close door and work. You can dec ide yourself 
when you work and when you drink coffee. " 
Maria comment on differences in levels of controlon working places. Russian working 
environment, following her opinion, implies high leve1 of control, while Norwegian system 
allows employees to manage working time under own responsibility. 
Relationship between manager and employee are practically problematic lssue in Russia. 
Therefore, Igor mentioned one more important difference between countries in terms of 
business. 
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Igor, age 22, Saint-Petersburg: "The gap between manager and employee. In the relations hi p 
between manager and employee they don 't have a big gap. In Russia this gap is large and 
very visible. " 
He said that in Norway the gap between manager and employee is not as large as it is in 
Russia. N ext comment on differences in business environment describes degree to which 
student is independent from professor. 
Andrey, age 24, Saint - Petersburg: "In Russia professor is your mentor and it is a 
considerable dif.ference in edueation proeess, because in Norway it is opposite. Student is 
more independent from teaeher. In Russia this relations hi p may become subjeetive. It means 
that professor may treat student in a good or bad way, whieh is excluded in Norway. The 
same seheme will work in business as in Russia as in Norway. There is independence in 
relationship in Norway, no emotions, objeetivism. It will stay there. White in Russia, as we all 
know, business will work aeeording to your eonneetions with eertain people who can help you 
and be dependent on how weU you know them. This goes through all eulturallevels... " 
Previous comment refers to the importance of connections and networks while doing business 
in Russia. People's relationship is important in working and business process. Norwegian 
system does not allow personal relations influence working results. Good example is a 
grading system at the university. Russian grading system does not provide much objectivity 
because of personalization of the process. Professors know who they examine and may be 
subjective in giving grades. 
The implementation of working process was mentioned as part of working experience and 
one of the differences between Russian working environment and Norwegian. 
Maria, age 28, Arkhangelsk: "Group work is developed here. When working in Russia you 
should be specialist in everything not only your field. But here tasks are divided. .ff Fm a 
designer of roads then my eoUeague is a geologist. And we work in groups, meet eaeh other 
and diseuss. And work does not oeeupy so mueh time here as it does in Russia. " 
Group work is important aspect in terms of business communication in Norway. According to 
previous comment, group work is not developed in Russian environment and employees are 
more like ly to work by their own and find solutions themselves even if they are not 
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competitive enough is a certain areas. Norwegian approach implies group work in order to 
provide efficiency in dividing responsibilities. 
Moreover, on the question ifrespondents would like to do business with Norwegian person all 
ofthem answered by solid vote that they would. Some arguments provided below. 
Nina, age 28, Saint-Petersburg: "Definitely I would, because they are very serious in terms of 
responsibilities. I have not met even a single Norwegian person who would not be punctual. I 
think they are reliable people. Maybe it is difficult to find understanding with them sometimes. 
But I think if we talk about some business in Russia they should seek advice from us and if we 
talk about business in Norway then we should consulted by them. " 
Maria, age 28, Arkhangelsk: "I would. Because I think we supplement each other. " 
Andrey, age 24, Saint-Petersburg: "I would and I have a share of trust to Norwegians. The 
problem is that they are closed people, but I think in terms of business I can trust them. " 
The summary of the results obtained on the definition of international experience are 
presented in Figure 6. The structural model of international experience defined by 
respondents shows the link between experience and its determinants. Respondents mentioned 
language, geographical c10seness and network, contacts as important determinants of the 
integration proeess as a part of international experience. Respondents have described cultural 
differences and similarities as a part of international experience. Among differences they have 
mentioned attitude to work, li fe st yle, mentality and rhythm, culture of communication, 
culture of food, holydays, art, child up bringing and culture as a pride. Similarities in cultures 
were presented as attitude to work (and difference as well), importance of nature in both 
countries, sense of humor, bureaucracy, values, paganism, both countries are multinational, 
c1imate and existence of Sami population. 
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Figure 7 - Structural model of international experience 
4.4 Psychological distance 
As it was mentioned previously the level of psychological distance of all the respondents was 
relatively low and average level is equal two point seventy five. The highest level of 
psychological distance among respondents is tree point five out of ten possible and the lowest 
is between one and twa. The lowest level of psychological distance was presented by the 
respondent which has spent fourteen years in Norway. Below are presented comments of 
respondents on their level of psychological distance perceived to Norway and the 
explanations of lowest and highest possible rates. The presentation of comments starts with 
the shortest term of staying in Norway, continues with the medium and ends with the longest 
term. 
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Elena, age 22, Arkhangelsk, psychological distance level 3: "10 to me would be the feeling 
like J'm on another planet. Jf I would dreaming about to go back home. Jf I would sujJering 
here and be very close. And 3 is because I socialize, communicate with Norwegians. I share 
their habits like "matpakke ", "go på tur. I mean their habits seem normal and I don 't notice 
myself how use them. Language is already familiar; I watch TV, read news. My life is 
Norwegian life. O to me is if I would be living here 10 years and if I would have my family 
here, friends and all my life would be linked to Norway, but now I can 't say so because my 
friends andfamily are in Russia. " 
Igor, age 22, Saint-Petersburg, psychological distance level 3: "There are still some mental 
moments, mentalities are different and understanding of all araund. But I get exactly needed 
amount of information, atfention and support. I don 't require any extra, it 's enough for me to 
talk about certain things and in this case I think psychological distance is not large. O to me if 
I would come here and realized that everything is mine and it 's close to me. 10 to me is my 
departure after 2 weeks. I know some examples when people could not adapt and left. " 
Both respondents from the first group with length of staying between tree and eleven months 
marked their psychological distance as tree point, but the explanations for the results were 
different. The extreme rates were explained in a pretty similar way. Both mentioned that the 
highest leve1 of psychological distance would be achieved by them if they would have felt 
very uncomfortable in Norway. They explained uncomfortable feeling bordering with the 
feeling of being unable to stay in the country for some personal reasons. And the lowest leve1 
of zero was explained as staying in Norway longer time then they have spent and feeling very 
comfortable within foreign environment. This perception of lowest leve1 makes us question 
where native Norwegians should be placed. This perception of psychological distance, which 
show respondents, is pure individualistic without considering any other individuals while 
giving an answer. They answered how they should have left themselves in order to mark zero 
or ten. In comparison with the next comments first group gave answers without taking into 
consideration other individuals. 
Stan is lav, age 24, Saint-Petersburg, psychological distance level 3: "First, J'm cairn and 
steady person and I think it reduces psychological distance between me and Norway. That is 
why I have not had any problems with communication. Reduces distance also the fact that I 
was living here for 2 years and have learned some cultural features, historical aspects, 
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learned how they see Russia. Once you understand differences and learn culture the distance 
reduces significantly. To reach O person should be born in Norway, but for foreigners the 
distance will always exist. To me 10 is a person form African country from settlement. 
Between him and Norwegian citizen will be distance 10, because these people do not have 
anything in common. Cultures are totally different. " 
Andrey, age 24, Saint-Petersburg, psychological distance level 2: "Sometimes I don 't feel 
Russian in Russia that is why I will never put O to Norway. On another side everything here 
seems very near, almost native. So the distance is not large. These 2 years I was interested in 
Norwegian culture, Norwegian history in terms of how Norwegians think, what kind of values 
they have, which historical moments they remember. In real it 's a social-democratic country 
with the capital word socia!. It is exactly what they tried to build in former Soviet Union and 
have never reached it. For us, children of90's, this system with these values are in our heads, 
we have been raised with this idea. I came to Norway and understood that this system is 
somehow implemented here. Therefore, I 'm not afraid of this system. O to me if I would have 
been born Norwegian, if I would have been raised here. 10 to me is absolute cultural shock, 
when you don 't understand how people think, how they judge. For example, my previous 
Egyptian experience. That country shocked me but even there I would not put 10. J've noticed 
many similarities. " 
Respondents from the next group with length of staying between one year and tree years 
mentioned that in order to have zero level of psychological distance a person should have 
been bom in Norway. One of the respondents said that person should either have been bom in 
Norway or been raised in Norway, while the second respondent from this group mentioned 
that it is impossible for foreigner to have zero level of psychological distance. To describe the 
highest level of psychological distance one respondent mentioned a person from an African 
settlement and gave an argument that cultures are totally different. The second respondent 
from this group mentioned "absolute cultural shock" as the highest level of psychological 
distance. Hence, both of the respondents describe the highest level of psychological distance 
as big cultural differences. As we can see, two different groups of respondents understand the 
concept differently. 
Darya, age 31, Saint-Petersburg, psychological distance level3: "I have language barrier. 
The city I come from is huge compare to Bodø. It 's difficult to come to village from 
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megapolice. I feel need for big city life, cultural arrangements, glamour arrangements. O to 
me when I have Norwegian children (she is married to Norwegian), fluent language and I can 
discuss anything, to follow Norwegian traditions, to work in stable Norwegian company, meet 
colleagues outside of working place. 10 is when Fm in Saint-Petersburg and don 't want even 
think about Norway. Where is it?" 
Maria, age 28, Arkhangelsk, psychological distance level 3,5: "I more less understand the 
psychology of what requires from me at work, I know how to talk to boss and make him 
understand that I know what to do. I know how to talk to someone in a bar. And I know that 
when they feel confident with you they start to be more open. O to me is to be Norwegian. I 
think zero is unreachable for foreigner. 10 to me is a Muslim person from Africa. I don 't think 
it is a large distance between Russia and Norway as it is between Norway and Africa. It 's a 
chasm. " 
Respondents from the third group show differences in perceptions of extreme rates: 
individualistic perspective and big cultural differences which can create a highest level of 
psychological distance. The same situation is with the lowest level of psychological distance. 
One respondent claims that it is possible for foreigner to achieve the lowest level of 
psychological distance zero and it is the third result out of six. 
Nina, age 28, Saint-Petersburg, psychological distance level 3: "In general I feel good here, 
just don 't feel myself as a fulllledged part of society, because my language is not ideal and I 
cannot say everything I want, to understand all details. I see language as a basic problem 
anyway and probably I should share the culture in order to feel as part of society, just to be 
interested in culture and history more. Now I understand that Russian traditions are more 
important to me. I think if person comes here because of own wish then he or she will feel 
good here. And I just realized that Russian life style is not mine. Here I feel myself happy 
every day, just because it 's so beautiful outside and I can believe that everything can be good, 
cairn and safe in the world. O to me is being native Norwegian. And 10 is a person who can 
speak neither English, nor Norwegian and love big city. " 
Kirril, age 37, Arkhangelsk, psychological distance level between 1 and 2: "WeU, something 
Russian is still inside me. I would say I'm psychologically dose, but I cannot pretend to 
understand the country 100%. O is to be Norwegian, to born here. 10 to rne is lack of 
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assimilation when person does not understand at all. I pro babl y had 9 or 10 points when I 
just came and it was difficult to adapt from hurry and active life which I had in Russia and 
loved it, to exactly opposite conditions. But I made this distance from 9 to 2 during this 14 
years or even less. " 
The last group of respondents mentioned as the lowest level of psychological distance being 
native Norwegian. The highest level they described differently. One made it from the 
perspective of speaking languages and another from the life st yle perspective. 
There are two respondents were presented in each group and their comments were presented 
in an order from the shortest period of staying to the longe st one. As we can see, the 
perception of psychological distance is very different it terms of explanation of almost similar 
results. The level of psychological distance is varies from one or two to three point five but 
comments on what this number means to them are significantly different. There are some 
similar opinions on the perception of extreme rates as zero and ten. These results show us 
pure individualistic perception of the concept of psychological distance which should be 
examined in a specific case. 
There are some explanations of the relatively low level of psychological distance provided by 
respondents. Andrey, age 24, Saint-Petersburg mentioned that his level of psychological 
distance two is related to his interest in Norwegian culture and the time he have spent here. 
"On another side everything here seems very near, almost native. Sa the distance is not large. 
These 2 years I was interested in Norwegian culture, Norwegian history in terms of how 
Norwegians think, what kind ofvalues they have, which historical moments they remember. In 
real it 's a social-democratic country with the capital word socia!. It is exactly what they tried 
to build in former Soviet Union and have never reached it. For us, children of 90 's, this 
system with these values are in aur heads, we have been raised with this idea. I came to 
Norway and understood that this system is somehow implemented here. Therefore, Tm not 
afraid of this system. " By his perception psychological distance can be reduced by getting 
knowledge about the culture and history and understanding how people think. According to 
one of the definitions in the theory the psychological distance to a specific country is a 
reflection of the perceiver's knowledge, familiarity and scene of understanding of it (Dow & 
Karunaratna, 2006). Moreover, previous comment explains respondent' slow level of 
psychological distance as understanding of political system and as a historical aspect. Another 
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respondent Stavislav, age 24, Saint-Petersburg from the same group comment on his low level 
of psychological distance equal tree points: "Reduces distance als o the fact that I was living 
here for 2 years and have learned some cultural features, historical aspects, learned how they 
see Russia. Once you understand differences and learn culture the distance reduces 
significantly." His opinion is that psychological distance reduces significantly with the 
passing time and staying in country, as weU as leaming culture and historical aspects. 
There is a very interesting opinion closely related to the reduction of perception of 
psychological distance by Russian students at the University of Nordland: 
Stanislav, age 24, Saint-Petersburg: "In addition, want to say that all the conditions which 
were created here for us are exactly that kind of approach which should be applied to reduce 
psychological distance. This smooth process of adaptation helped everyone who came here on 
these conditions. Jf person just sent into culture without any help there are two options -
either he or she will adapt or will hate the country. I know few examples when people have 
not have opportunity to become familiar with the culture smoothly don 't like Norway and 
want to leave the country. " 
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V CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
5.1 Summary of the study 
Following the research question "What is the international experience for Russian students at 
the University of Nordland as a determinant ofpsychological distance?" and the main goals of 
the study we have discussed concepts of psychological distance, international experience and 
language within suggested by the international business literature theoretical framework. 
Besides that, we have discussed political systems in Russian and Norway, differences in 
economical and industri al development between countries, cultural differences identified by 
Geert Hofstede and geographical distance. 
Theoretical framework provides different definitions to the concept of psychological distance. 
In this particular study the following definition have been adopted: Psychological distance 
specified as the remoteness with which a decision maker perceives a foreign market to be in a 
relation to his or her domestic market and in terms of culture, language, values, economic 
development, and so forth (Katsikea et al., 2007). International experience has not been 
discussed much as an important determinant of psychological distance in the literature, 
therefore, we have studied the concept of international experience and how is it defined by 
Russian students at the University of Nordland. 
The research has obtained following results. International experience by the definition of 
Russian students at the University of Nordland was presented as integration process, 
experience of cultural differences and similarities, personal expectations and experience of 
business or study processes. All the respondents have shown different perceptions of 
international experience. 
The factor of personal expectations is considered to be a new dimension of international 
experience since it has not been studied earlier and international business literature does not 
provide any information on it. 
Experience as a business/study was determined as differences in business and education 
systems. The differences in a leve1 of control, gap between manager and employee, group 
work the leve1 to which student is independent from professor were described by respondents. 
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Even though the respondents have defined expenence differently and they have spent 
different periods of time in Norway the psychological distance perception does not have a big 
variation. Therefore, this fact does not support the assumption about existent link between 
psychological distance and international experience. 
Language has been included in the research as a second important factor of psychological 
distance. Results show that even Russian and Norwegian languages are not similar and 
coming from different linguistic groups most of the respondnets have not had any difficulties 
to learn language or skeak it. One of the main problems among respondents was to understand 
Norwegian language. Only three out of ten respondents mentioned that they had language 
baITier. Moreover, language was mentioned as one of the most important factors of the 
intergarion process. 
Respondents were asked to mark their psychological distance to Norway on a ten point scale 
and the following results were obtained: the average level of psychological distance is two 
point seventy five, the highest level of psychological distance is three point five out of ten 
possible and the lowest is between one and two. The majority of respondents mentioned that 
in order to achieve zero level of psychological distance one should be bom in Norway. But 
some respondents considered that it is possible for foreigners to get zero level after a long 
period of living in Norway. The highest level of psychological distance - ten was described 
from two different perspectives: individualistic and fonn the perspective of large cultural 
differences. Those respondents, who described the highest level of psychological distance 
from own perspective told what their personal feelings should have been in order to have this 
high level, while others compared Norway it with other cultures, such as African. 
We can assurne that psychological distance might have implications on the nationallevel and 
can be measured there as well, since all the respondents from the small sample had similar 
results even though all of them had different background, experience and language skills. 
Respondents have mentioned that network of Russian students at the University of Nordland 
is pretty large and they did not have any difficulties to adapt to the environment because they 
have got support from the earlier coming students and they have not had problems with 
seeking for contacts and managing luck of information about the Norwegian environment. 
This type of support in tenns of integration suppose significantly reduce psychological 
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distance because of lacking ne ed for exploring new environment. Moreover, the perception of 
differences between Russia and Norway by an individual with international experience 
(Norwegian or any other) may have influence on the perception of the same differences by an 
individual without international experience if they have shared any information about it 
between each other (Evans & Mavondo, 2002). Perceptions of differences might be affected 
by other party's opinion through transmission of knowledge and information about foreign 
environment. Although, some of the respondents mentioned that their relatively low leve1 of 
psychological distance linked to the length of the period they stay in Norway and assumed 
that psychological distance would dec1ine with the passing time and getting knowledge about 
Norwegian culture and values. 
5.2 Implications 
This particular study conducted on the concept of international experience and the perception 
of psychological distance by Russian students at the University of Nordland is one of the 
studies conducted on the subject of cooperation between Russia and Norway. It may have 
implications on the leve1 of universities (firms) or national leve1 in terms of politics of 
coUaboration of these two countries within education area. As it was mentioned above Russia 
and Norway have collaboration in many different areas of business, among them is education. 
This study reflects individuals' opinions on some political and economical aspects, which 
may find implication on the nationallevel. 
This research reflects the perception of Norway and particularly University of Nordland by 
Russian students in terms of difficulties which they meet when coming to the foreign 
environment and during the integration process. The research may be applied by Russian 
universities as weU as the University of Nordland in order to improve the quality of 
cooperation and provide better conditions for expatriated students. Also, it might help to 
reveal problems in the integration process and solving them. 
University of Nordland can implement this study in order to improve the degree ofintegration 
and adaptation of Russian students to the Norwegian environment. In order to assist the 
process of integration of students, University of Nordland could organize extra social 
activities, where international students could communicate not only between each other, but 
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with Norwegian students as weU. According to obtained results and the fact that language is a 
very important determinant of international experience, University of Nordland may 
implement additional courses of Norwegian language, where students could learn language 
quicker and harder. Moreover, Russian universities may organize language courses for those 
leaving to Norway students before departure. It would help to reduce psychological distance if 
students would become familiar with the Norwegian language before coming to Norway. 
5.3 Limitations and further research 
Small sample and the limited information, provided in the international business literature on 
the studied concepts, are two major limitations of this research. International business 
literature highlights the concept of psychological distance but not always prov ide c1ear and 
accurate definitions on the constituents of psychological distance. For example, there is no 
c1ear definition on the concept of international experience. Therefore, it should be studied in 
terms of a specific situation or/and within specific type of business. When international 
experience is c1early defined further research can be conducted on the relationship between 
psychological distance and experience on the nationalleve1 or within industry. 
Since psychological distance is a relatively new concept in the theory of firms' 
internationalization there is sti U a limited amount of researches have been conducted on it. It 
makes a research proeess more complicated in terms of finding right sources. 
There are opportunities for further research in the area of Russian - Norwegian collaboration 
and psychological distance perception. As it was mentioned above Russia and Norway 
coUaborate dose with each other, but psychological distance have not got much attention in 
this field. Psychological distance can be studied on the leve1 of firm or on the nationalleve1 as 
weU, thus this topic is relevant for further research. Although, might be relevant to study the 
question how to reduce the psychological distance once we know what is it. 
For further research I propose qualitative cross-sectional studies on the concept of 
international experience and its dimensions and/or longitudinal studies on the question of 
reduction ofpsychological distance between Russia and Norway. 
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VII APPENDIXES 
Appendix 1 
Research Timelines 
In order my research to be completed on time, I have followed certain schedule which helped to 
organize the work and fulfill required terms. As it was mentioned above time frarnes are important 
for researcher. Writing master thesis and investigation of the research questions covers period 
from January 2012 to May 2012. During this period there are few important stag es to go through: 
identifying main research question and relevance of the research as whole, identifying 
methodology, gathering theoretical information and reviewing, empirical study and analysis. 
Timelines of MOPP 
No. Period Actions 
1 11.01.2012 - 24.01.2012 Clarifying the topic of MOPP and the research 
question. 
2 25.01. 2012 l st report to a scientific advisor and delivering of 
MOPP work requirement. 
3 26.01.2012 - 08.04.2012 General correction of theoretical framework and 
methodology according to discussion with the 
scientific advisor. Changing the research question 
and the methodology of MOPP. 
Working on the sample. Identifying respondents and 
topics for interview. 
Writing theoretical chapter and methodology. 
4 09.04.2012 2na reporting and delivering work requirements. 
5 10.04.2012 - 30.04.2012 Preparing interview guide. Conducting interviews. 
Transcribing interviews and analyzing. 
6 01.05.2012 - 15.05.2012 Writing down analysis and conclusions. Meeting 
with scientific advisor. 
7 16.05.2012 - 19.05.2012 Final remarks. 
8 21.05.2012 Delivering MOPP 
Appendix 2 Summary information about the sample 
Background Short term 3-11 months Medium term 1-5 years Long term More than 5 I 
years ! 
1 2 1-3years 3-5 years 7 8 
3 4 5 6 
""","'"" 
Student (have been) y Y" Y" Y" y Y" 
Employment - nllrt ti pall time full time full time ! fllll ti l , r 
Part of Norwegian family - # - - yr - - -
I Visited Norway before moving - yr - -I - v 
:Ill English yr ./ ./ ./ ,f 
yr 
./ yr 
=1 -_l 
.,:ad; 
:Il r"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' • yr yr ,f yr yr yr yr ,f ~ NorwegIan 
~; I 
:=1 SIi" """ """"'''''''' " """"""",,, ''''''''-' '",''''' 
=! Other Chiuese TurKlsh - . ChineSe Preneh -~! I ~\ j I """"~",i"wm,,,m mmN N",,,,,,,m,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'" ""''''''' 
Language barrier Yes Yes No o Yes o No No 
Language mostly used ~ ~ 
Learned Norwegian in advance No Yes No No No No No No 
ficulties to learn language No 
Difficulties to integrate l~O Yes Yes No Yes Yes I No Yes I 
"'" 
University 
"'''''''''''''''''''''''''', ~ Work - Norwegian Norwegian Norwegian Norwegian Norwegian English/ English/ ~ Norwegian Norwegian ~ ,,''''''''''' Free time Russian RU$slan Russlanl Russian Russian I Mixed Russianl Mixed 
Norwegian Norwegian Norwegian 
'",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
!NN~,m"NNN"mNN"N 
~ Soeial work No Yes No 
No 
j, """'"'' ""'" ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
j Hobbies 
f""" 
I j Type of Norwegian experience L , 
Negative aspects I },<,~,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,w,,w,,,,w,, """"'''H w"w"""""""""",, 
3 I Psychologic 
j 
3 3 3 2 3 
1 - Elena; Female; age - 22; in Norway 8 months; Study Master in Sustainable management. She comes from Russia, Arkhangelsk. 
2 - Igor; Male; age - 22; in Norway 9 months; Study Master in Energy Management. He comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
3 - Stavislav; Male; age - 24; in Norway - 1 year 8 months; Study Master in Science of Business. He comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
4 - Andrey; Male; age - 24; in Norway - 1 year 8 months; Study Master in Science of Business. He comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
5 - Darya; Female; age - 31; in Norway - 3 years 3 months; Study Master in Human Resources. She comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg. 
6 - Maria; Female; age - 28; in Norway - 4 years; Student in course of Chinese language. She comes from Russia, Arkhangelsk. Maria's case is 
different from other respondents in a sample. She started as a full time co-worker at the Norwegian Public Roads Administration and only after became 
a student at the University in Nordland. 
7 - Nina; Female; age 28; in Norway 5 years + severai months; PhD student, stipendiat, researcher. She comes from Russia, Saint-Petersburg, 
originally from Narian-Mar. 
8 - Kirril; Male; age - 37; in Norway - 14 years; Associate Professor at the University of Nordland, Responsible for Master program, he started as a 
Master Student at the University of Nordland. He comes from Russia, Arkhangelsk. 
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Appendix 3 
Interview guide 
The purpose of this interview guide is to understand what Russian students at the University of 
Nordland place upon their international experience, how remote do they perceive Norway in terms 
of psychological distance. Also this interview guide is aimed to reve al respondents language skills 
and opinions about cultural differences. 
1) Basic information about respondent 
How old are you? What program do you study/been studying? What is your position at the 
University? 
2) Information about experience. 
Please, tell me about your experience of mo ving to Norway. What do you consider as an 
experience? Tell me about the process of adaptation. Was it difficult to integrate? Why? 
Please, tell about positive sides of your experience in Norway and negative. What was the 
reason of coming here? Have you had other international experience beside Norway in 
terms ofbusiness/education? What are the main problems ofintegration in your opinion? 
3) Language. 
What languages do you speak? What is the level of languages you speak? Do you think 
Norwegian is very different from Russian? Was it difficult to learn language? Is there a 
language barrier? Explain. 
4) Culture 
Tell me about people you spend your free time with. How do you spend your free time? 
Do you have Norwegian friends? 
Do you think Russian and Norwegian cultures are different? What are the differences? 
What are the similarities? Do you think it's difficult to understand Norwegian culture? 
Do you follow Norwegian holydays? What are the key aspects of understanding 
Norwegian culture? Share your opinion. 
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5) General environment 
Do you have hobbies? Do you participate in any social activities? What makes you fe el 
comfortable in the surrounding situation? Do you feel happy? 
Would you like to do business with Norwegian person? 
6) Here is a definition of psychological distance. Psychological distance - Specified as the 
remoteness with which a decision maker perceives a foreign market to be in a relation to 
his or her domestic market and in terms of culture, language, values, economic 
development, and so forth (Katsikea, Theodosiou, & Morgan, 2007). Please, identify your 
perception of Norway on a 10 point scale in terms ofpsychological distance. 
The lowest level The highest level 
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